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Trucker protests: Trudeau invokes Emergencies Act for 1st time to aid blockade resp…
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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

February 21, 2022, the Canadian Parliament approved Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s motion to

invoke the Emergencies Act, with 185 votes for and 151 against, in response to the peaceful trucker

protest against vaccine mandates. While Trudeau in a February 14, 2022, press conference (above)

promised the Act would be limited in time, geographical location and scope, he’s already reneging

on that promise.

Financial Surveillance Powers Will Be Permanently Expanded

The act was invoked to allow the government to physically disperse the trucker convoy without

actually listening to their complaint, and to punish anyone who has supported the protest.

Under the act, banks are empowered to seize the personal bank accounts of anyone suspected of

participating in the protest, or supporting it with as little as a $25 donation. Disturbingly, the

surveillance powers over Rnancial transactions granted by the act are actually intended to become

permanent. As reported by National Review:

“In a February 14 news conference, Canadian 7nance minister Chrystia Freeland said that

the government was using the Emergencies Act to broaden ‘the scope of Canada’s anti-

money-laundering and terrorist 7nancing rules so that they cover crowdfunding platforms

and the payment service providers they use.’

That broadened power requires all forms of digital transactions, including cryptocurrencies,

to be reported to the Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Center of Canada. (I.e.,

‘Fintrac’).

‘As of today, all crowdfunding platforms and the payment service providers they use must

register with Fintrac, and they must report large and suspicious transactions to Fintrac,’

Freeland said.

She justi7ed the move as a way to ‘mitigate the risk’ of ‘illicit funds’ and ‘increase the

quality and quantity of intelligence received by Fintrac and make more information

available to support investigations by law enforcement’ ...

Freeland said the trucker convoy, which had assembled to protest coronavirus restrictions,

had ‘highlighted the fact’ that digital assets and funding mechanisms ‘weren’t captured’ by

the Canadian government’s pre-existing surveillance powers.

As a result, she said, ‘the government will also bring forward legislation to provide these

authorities to FinTrac on a permanent basis.’”

As noted by the National Review, we can already tell what the Canadian government will do with

those expanded surveillance powers. We’re seeing their intentions in action. By invoking the Act,

Trudeau has given himself the unilateral power to destroy the lives of Canadians who happen to

disagree with him, regardless of the issue at hand.

“ When he announced his invocation of the order,
he promised the Canadian people that his
expanded authorities would ‘be time-limited,
geographically targeted, as well as reasonable and
proportionate to the threats they are meant to
address.’ Not a single part of that sentence has
proved to be true. ~ National Review”

Without court order or due process, the government can now freeze bank accounts, cancel

insurance policies and revoke drivers’ licenses, and the victims have no recourse or remedy.

“All this, of course, Oies in the face of Trudeau’s promise that the Emergencies Act powers

would be temporary,” National Review notes, adding:

“When he announced his invocation of the order, he promised the Canadian people that his

expanded authorities would ‘be time-limited, geographically targeted, as well as reasonable

and proportionate to the threats they are meant to address.’ Not a single part of that

sentence has proved to be true.”

Government Wants to Decide How You Spend Your Money

What’s happening in Canada should be a sobering wakeup call for the whole world. They’re showing

us exactly what’s in store for all of us. Governments will basically control dissent through Rnancial

tyranny and blackmail.

The next step in that direction is the implementation of programmable digital currencies,

worldwide. As reported by The Telegraph in June 2021, the Bank of England has already started

moving on a programmable central bank digital currency (CBDC), and there’s no doubt that this is

the plan of all central banks worldwide.

Executive board member of the European Central Bank, Fabio Panetta, mentioned it in his

December 10, 2021, lecture on the future of digital money in Rome, Italy.

What’s meant by a “programmable” currency? As explained by The Telegraph,  “Digital cash could

be programmed to ensure it is only spent on essentials, or goods which an employer or government

deems to be sensible.” In other words, the issuer of the money would have complete control over

how you, the recipient, spend it.

“Tom Mutton, a director at the Bank of England, said during a conference ... that

programming could become a key feature of any future central bank digital currency ...” The

Telegraph reported.

“He said ... what happens if one of the participants in a transaction puts a restriction on

[future use of the money]? There could be some socially bene7cial outcomes from that,

preventing activity which is seen to be socially harmful in some way. But at the same time it

could be a restriction on people’s freedoms.’”

Absolute Control Through Financial Slavery

That programmable currency might restrict freedom is probably the understatement of the century.

It’s an absolute given. Imagine your employer, your government and the central bank itself having

the privilege to dictate how you spend your own money!

Imagine a third party deciding how much you’re allowed to spend on rent, what kind of food or

clothing you’re allowed to buy, or what hobbies you’re allowed to spend money on and when. That’s

the power they intend to obtain, and current events in Canada prove it.

The “socially beneRcial outcomes” Mutton is hinting at are basically that an unelected cabal will

have the ability to micromanage your personal Rnances, and hence dictate your behavior in every

area of your life. As noted by British activist and radio presenter Maajid Nawaz in the Joe Rogan

clip above, with a programmable CBDC, the British government would have complete control over

anyone who disagrees with their policies or activities.

For example, with other surveillance, they could determine that he was planning to appear on

Rogan’s show and simply reprogram his CBDCs with the click of a button, such that he would not be

allowed to purchase a plane ticket. So much for that plan then.

Of course, CBDCs will exist by themselves. They’re designed to be used together with digital ID and

a social credit score, like that in China. The COVID vaccine passports are one type of platform that

could be used for this, but even if a state or country rejects vaccine passports, don’t for a moment

think you’re out of the woods, not by a long-shot. Chances are, they’ll introduce a digital ID system

instead, which will serve the exact same function.

Global Leadership Has Been InKltrated

In the full Rogan interview, Nawaz goes on to discuss how governments around the world have

been inRltrated by World Economic Forum (WEF) members whose agenda it is to implement global

authoritarianism. As reported by Life Site News:

“... the WEF has installed its members in national leadership roles around the world to

further the organization’s sprawling authoritarian agenda. Explaining that government

leaders worldwide have begun lifting COVID-19 mandates and restrictions while leaving in

place an apparatus of digital tracking and identi7cation that forms the embryonic stages of

a digital social credit score.

Nawaz said the WEF under Schwab has worked on ‘embedding people in government who

are subscribed to’ the Great Reset agenda. ‘That’s what they say themselves,’ Nawaz said,

pointing out that the so-called Great Reset, whose advocates have famously asserted that

by 2030 people will ‘own nothing and be happy,’ is explained in detail on the WEF’s website.

In a 2020 book entitled ‘COVID-19: The Great Reset,’ Schwab openly argued that the COVID-

19 response should be used to ‘revamp all aspects of our societies and economies, from

education to social contracts and working conditions’ ...

The WEF has clearly articulated  its interest in pursuing a global digital ID system. ‘So this

is going to be this never-ending process to slowly move the goal posts,’ Rogan surmised.

‘Towards more and more authoritarianism,’ Nawaz added. ‘Checkpoint society. It’s all there.

They’ve told us this.’”

How exactly has the WEF inRltrated governments and leadership roles around the world? In part by

getting members of its Young Global Leaders group elected or installed in key positions. Would it

surprise you to learn that Trudeau went through Schwab’s Young Global Leaders program?

Other members whose dictatorial mindset cannot be disguised any longer are New Zealand Prime

Minister Jacinda Ardern and French President Emmanuel Macron. Bill Gates and Facebook founder

Mark Zuckerberg have also gone through the program, and both are clearly supporting and

promoting The Great Reset agenda through their respective business ventures.

Globalists Plan to Seize Control of Health Systems Worldwide

Your money isn’t the only thing the globalist cabal wants to control, however. In a February 18,

2022, article, Dr. Peter Breggin, author of “COVID-19 and the Global Predators: We Are the Prey,”

warns that the next move in the globalists’ war on humanity is to seize control over the health care

systems of the entire world:

“We have discovered the next move of the global predators — already in progress — in their

escalating assaults against individual and political freedom. The next big assault on human

freedom involves a legalized takeover of national healthcare systems by the World Health

Organization (WHO).

This stealth attack — with its initial plans already backed by many nations — will begin full

implementation in 2024 if it is not quickly recognized and fought! ... The Chinese

Communist inOuence over WHO has been solid for more than a decade, and the party was

able to install Tedros without any competition.

He became the 7rst and only Director-General who is not a physician and instead is a

communist politician. Now the Director-General of WHO, Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus —

known simply as Tedros — has unveiled plans to take charge of all global health.

While addressing the WHO Executive Committee on January 24, 2022, Director-General

Tedros spelled out his global health plan, including his 7nal priority for his enormous

scheme: ‘The 7fth priority is to urgently strengthen WHO as the leading and directing

authority on global health, at the center of the global health architecture.’

Tedros’s closing words to his report to the executive committee are chilling in their

grandiosity and echo Marxist exhortations to cheering mobs by a Stalin, Mao, or Xi Jinping:

‘We are one world, we have one health, we are one WHO.’ Tedros seeks to become super-

Fauci for the world, and, like Fauci, he will do it on behalf of the global predators.”

Health Fascism

As explained by Breggin, the global health care takeover really began with Gates’ Decade of

Vaccines, announced in 2010 at the WEF’s annual meeting in Davos. At that time, Gates installed Dr.

Anthony Fauci on his vaccine advisory board, thereby guaranteeing his plans would receive support

from the U.S. National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), which Fauci is the head

of. Breggin continues:

“A theme for the Decade of Vaccines was ‘Public-Private Partnerships Drive Progress in

Vaccine Development, Delivery’ — essentially the precursor to the Great Reset establishing

a world governance of public and private health united in the spirit of fascism.

By 2012, Gates achieved ogcial UN approval for his scheme, establishing a broad network

of global predators aimed at exploiting and dominating humanity through public

health. Communist China would play a prominent role through its control over the UN and

WHO and through its close relationships with global predators like Bill Gates, Klaus

Schwab, Mike Bloomberg, Big Tech executives, and many other billionaires and world

leaders.

A decade and more later, during COVID-19, WHO has proven its usefulness to the predators

in orchestrating science, medicine, and public health in the suppression of human freedom

and the generation of wealth and power for the globalists.”

Under the guise of a global pandemic, the WHO, the WEF and all of its installed leaders in

government and private business, were able to roll out a plan that has been decades in the making.

The pandemic was a perfect cover. In the name of keeping everyone “safe” from infection, the

globalists have justiRed unprecedented attacks on democracy, civil liberties and personal

freedoms, including the right to choose your own medical treatment.

Now, the WHO is gearing up to make its pandemic leadership permanent, and to extend it into the

health care systems of every nation. “The idea is ‘the principle of health for all’ — universal health

care organized by WHO as part of the Great Reset,” Breggin explains.

Pandemic Treaty Is Being Established

May 24, 2021, the European Council announced it supported the establishment of an international

Pandemic Treaty, under which the WHO would have the power to replace the constitutions of

individual nations with its own constitution under the banner of “pandemic prevention,

preparedness and response.”

“The world has already seen how any pandemic emergency, real or concocted, now or in

the future, could then justify WHO taking over the entirety of government operations of

sovereign nations, robbing all individuals of their freedoms, and fully crushing the

democratic republics of the world,” Breggin warns.

“The spirit of Communism can be felt throughout the document. We are told that the

‘purpose’ of the new strategy will be ‘guided by a spirit of solidarity, anchored in the

principles of fairness, inclusion, and transparency.’ Notice, as in all pronouncements by

global predators; there is no mention of individual rights, political liberty, or national

sovereignty.

The great engine of human progress, human freedom, will be replaced by the great

destroyer of humanity, collectivism, under the rule of the elite. Tucked into the report were

the real goals ... Here are three main purposes or goals of the proposed treaty:

1. response to any future pandemics, in particular by ensuring universal and equitable access

to medical solutions, such as vaccines, medicines, and diagnostics

2. a stronger international health framework with the WHO as the coordinating authority on

global health matters

3. the ‘One Health’ approach, connecting the health of humans, animals, and our planet

The report adds, ‘More speci7cally, such an instrument can enhance international

cooperation in a number of priority areas, such as surveillance, alerts, and response, but

also in general trust in the international health system.’ Clearly, they were building support

for Tedros’s January 24, 2022 announcement that WHO would take over the international

health care system.”

Even Your Food Will Be Under Their Control

In addition to your Rnances and your health care, the global cabal also intend to control the food

supply and dictate what you can and cannot eat, in the name of combating climate change and

saving the planet. The Great Reset  is indeed the reset of life and society as we know it. Not a

single area will be left untouched.

Sustainable development, Agenda 21, the 2030 Agenda, the New Urban Agenda, the Fourth

Industrial Revolution,  “Build Back Better,”  green economy, the Green New Deal, the Paris Climate

Agreement and the global warming movement in general all refer to and are part of The Great Reset

agenda and its resource-based economics.

The common goal of all these movements and agendas is to capture all of the resources of the

world — the ownership of them — for a small global cabal that has the know-how to program the

computer systems that will ultimately dictate the lives of everyone.

When they talk about “wealth redistribution,” what they’re really referring to is the redistribution of

resources from us to them. The goal is for you to own nothing. Everything you need, from the shirt

on your back to a roof over your head, you’ll have to rent from the globalist owners.

Even the food you put into your mouth is planned to be under their complete control. To this end,

the WEF has partnered with the EAT Forum, which will set the political agenda for global food

production. The EAT Forum was cofounded by the Wellcome Trust, which in turn was established

with the Rnancial help of GlaxoSmithKline.

EAT collaborates with nearly 40 city governments across Africa, Europe, Asia, North and South

America and Australia, and maintains close relationships with imitation meat companies such as

Impossible Foods, which was cofunded by Google, Jeff Bezos and Bill Gates.  Gates has also been

gobbling up farmland, becoming one of the largest private land owners in the U.S.

EAT has developed a “Planetary Health Diet” that is designed to be applied to the global population

and entails cutting meat and dairy intake by up to 90%, replacing it largely with foods made in

laboratories, along with cereals and oil.

Not surprisingly, Gates is on record urging Western nations to stop eating real meat altogether,

and articles have been published in the past three years insisting people need to get used to eating

bugs and drinking reclaimed sewage,  all in the name of sustainability and saving the planet.

Being able to see the globalists’ plan as clearly as we can see it now, we have an obligation to

future generations to resist, denounce and refuse any and all implementations of the technocratic

agenda. We can win, for the simple fact that there are more of us than there are of them, but we

have to be vocal about it — we need to join forces and present a united front, resisting peacefully,

like the Canadian truckers.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has Rnally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to access

my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before

anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack.
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I was in our local church here, yesterday, in Gloucestershire, where my piano had been newly housed and when I was practising a piece of

music that I have been working on for some time, people came into the church; diverse people, of different backgrounds and cultures, and

all said the same thing: this is engineered. We prayed at the high altar; pray now for those immediately aoicted; pray for us in due course.

I grew up with this threat, I have spent my whole life terriRed that it would come to this... "Lord make me an instrument of thy peace..." My

love to all on this forum. xx
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“this is engineered.” Not sure what “this” you are referring to in your Rrst post. Protest marches took place yesterday in various

locations worldwide but the one I witnessed was blaming Putin for the invading the Ukraine. There is is a more rounded view of the

Ukraine debacle. Also note the full Joe Rogan Interview with Maajid Nawaz. Better get ourselves genned up on the truth behind

both of these issues asap now that World War III is in full swing and the globalist agenda is gaining pace. Looks like the Truckers

show of deRance gave Trudeau and his masters an excuse to speed it up.  

www.globalresearch.ca/crisis-ukraine-not-about-ukraine-about-germany/5..

 odysee.com/@REDPILLMOVIES1984:a/Joe-Rogan-Experience-w-Maajid-Nawaz-JR..
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Here's another: rumble.com/vvuznw-uk-column-news-25th-feburary-2022.html
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Yes, we have to pray a lot and Rght to defend freedom. The globalresearch link is the reality of the power struggle between the

great superpowers, the US, Russia and China triangle in relation to the energy crisis. The US foreign policy establishment is not

happy with these developments where Germany and Europe in general become more dependent on Russian gas because trade

breeds trust and trust leads to expansion of trade. In the link there is a decisive statement: “In a world in which Germany and

Russia are friends and trading partners, there is no need for US military bases, nor for expensive US-made weapons and missile

systems, nor for the NATO.

Yet the world press is blaming only Russia for the suffering and death of even Ukrainian children. The struggle for power has

always had millions of martyrs, has created inequalities, hunger and also feeds more hatred and the desire for power. The currently

existing corrupt capitalism is of a catastrophic nature, materially manifesting itself in the convergence of several factors: a

planetary ecological crisis, a global epidemiological crisis, a permanent economic crisis and, of course, a moral and ethical crisis.

To all these crises we must add the following elements: worldwide extension of imperialist exploitation, through the global chain of

basic products, disappearance of the liberal democratic state with the imposition of neoliberal policies and the rise of neo-fascism

and a new era of hegemonic instability, which It comes accompanied by the danger of an endless war.

The existential crisis of our species is not limited to a crisis of values, it also extends a global ecological gap of our planet:

acidiRcation of the oceans; species extinction; destruction of forest ecosystems; decrease in fresh water; disruption of nitrogen

and phosphorus cycles; rapid spread of toxic agents and the proliferation of genetically modiRed organisms.
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Yes, we need prayer and Pope Francis has called on believers and non-believers to join in prayer for peace in Ukraine on the Rrst

day of Lent and has asked all parties involved in the crisis to refrain from any action that cause even more suffering. This is the full

text of the appeal: “I have a great pain in my heart due to the worsening of the situation in Ukraine. Despite the diplomatic efforts

of recent weeks, increasingly alarming scenarios are opening up. Like me, many people around the world are feeling anguish and

concern.

Once again the peace of all is threatened by the interests of the parties. I would like to make an appeal to those who have political

responsibilities, to make a serious examination of conscience before God, who is the God of peace and not of war; that he is the

Father of all, not just of some, that he wants us to be brothers and not enemies. I ask all the parties involved to refrain from any

action that causes even more suffering to the populations, destabilizing coexistence between nations and discrediting

international law.

And I would like to appeal to everyone, believers and non-believers. Jesus has taught us that the diabolical folly of violence is

answered with the weapons of God, with prayer and fasting. I invite everyone to make next March 2, Ash Wednesday, a day of

fasting for peace. I especially encourage believers to dedicate themselves intensely to prayer and fasting on that day. May the

Queen of Peace preserve the world from the madness of war."
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The Plandemic Enters Final Stage, Real Purpose Exposed
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

February 21, 2022, the Canadian Parliament approved Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s motion to invoke the Emergencies Act in response to

the peaceful trucker protest against vaccine mandates

)

Under the Act, Canadian banks can seize the personal bank accounts of anyone suspected of participating in or supporting the protest, and

these Rnancial surveillance powers are intended to become permanent

)

February 14, 2022, Canadian Rnance minister Chrystia Freeland said the government was using the Emergencies Act to broaden Canada’s

anti-money-laundering and terrorist Rnancing rules to cover crowdfunding platforms and their payment service providers. The broadened

surveillance power requires all digital transactions, including cryptocurrencies, to be reported to the Financial Transactions and Reports

Analysis Center of Canada. (Fintrac)

)

What’s happening in Canada should be a sobering wakeup call for the whole world. Governments intend to control dissent through Rnancial

blackmail, which is why they’re also pushing for programmable central bank digital currencies (CBDCs)

)

Programmable currency is digital cash programmed to ensure it can only be spent on essentials or goods that an employer or government

deems to be sensible. In other words, the issuer of the money would have complete control over how you spend your own money, and could

punish you for undesirable opinions or behavior by restricting your purchasing ability or seizing your funds altogether

)
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US Embassy Removes Ukrainian BioLabs PDFs from Website— But Archive.org Still Has the Documents. The documents removed

conRrmed that, despite the fake news reported by Politifact, there are indeed Biolabs in Ukraine—at least there were. Hurry to see

them, before they are removed from Archive.org also. Politifact, and several other mainstream media outlets, have attempted to

debunk the claim that the US and Ukraine were working together to advance mutual interest in the domain of bioweapons

production, saying that the facilities are part of the U.S.

Department of Defense Cooperative Threat Reduction Program. However, these assurances fall on deaf ears given the fact Fauci

et al, who initially and repeatedly claimed there was no gain-of-function research at Wuhan Institute of Virology, were proven to be

wrong. Instead of owning up to the fact gain-of-function research was indeed conducted in Wuhan, Fauci and his partners in the

media simply redeRned the term.  stillnessinthestorm.com/2022/02/us-embassy-removes-ukrainian-biolabs-p..
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Charly ali
Joined On 12/13/2007 12:12:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pipblanc, I agree, we all need to pray. We need that higher form of energy, to eliminate all the negative energy that is being directed

toward us. There are a lot more of us, then there are them. Peace and love back at you, and everyone here.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM
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The only way to win without raising a gun or wasting precious time on useless protests is to starve the beast. Stop or limit as much

as possible paying taxes.
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cosg2004
Joined On 4/7/2013 8:04:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cabochon, Global research is an Russian outRt setup in Montreal. There is no other way to look at the Russian incursion in Ukraine

other than invasion of a sovereign country. Period. Russia has the GDP (1.7 tr) less than Texas (2 tr) or ten times less than US (19

tr) as a whole. This says it all. They give so little still ask for so much. This is Russia's attempt to change the inevitable: becoming

irrelevant on the global scene. Their alternative choice is to become a junior partner in the relationship with Xi's China. Like North

Korea.
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TonyRyan
Joined On 2/7/2010 10:51:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Most people do not realise this, but the Reserve Bank of every western nation is owned and controlled by the Bank for International

Settlements, in Basle, Switzerland, 100% owned by the Rothschilds. This means that the Rothschilds will ultimately control every cent of

your wage expenditure, every food item, every garment, every cent of mortgage, and fuel for your car. Basically, by controlling your food

they will control your health and whether you live or die, and when. Now you tell me how this can be stopped without actually killing the

main players. Just wondering.
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passtur
Joined On 9/7/2021 12:47:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

'the Reserve Bank of every western nation is owned and controlled by the Bank for International Settlements'.. wrong way around;

the BIS is owned and controlled by 60 Reserve banks around the world; I'd be very interested in seeing indisputable evidence that

the Edmond de Rothschild Group owns those 60 Reserve banks..
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, this is true that the BIS is above all banks and makes the policies banks has to follow, nations have no inwuence over it.

Sixty-three central banks and monetary authorities are currently members of the BIS and have rights of voting and representation

at general meetings. But their inwuence is limited. In the Board of directors we Rnd Christine Lagarde, who is a very high WEF

member. How we Rght them, is to Rrst of all exposing the WEF enemies within our countries. @ passtur, The US Federal Reserve,

also know as FED, is privately owned by banks. You should look at who is behind those banks.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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OK... so, my fear is taxes and govt.  As long as I hold the land, everything else can be worked out. As my grandmother said, "If you

take care of the land, the land will take care of you." I have no illusions that it would be easy, but it would be possible--you get into a

new routine after a while. You would be healthy and less likely to need a doctor. If you have educated yourself and planted a few

herbs, you will have much of what you need--even for brewing. A person who is forward-thinking can provide their food supply

(both wild and domestic). Your ancestors fed themselves with fewer options than we have today. Your garden will be less toxic if

you avoid commercial soils (sludge, etc.).

I have already warned people of the need to save heirloom seed. I recommend reusable canning lids. We have water. I can do

laundry without a modern washing machine and hang it on a clothesline. A wood stove and wood to burn. I have extra bowstrings,

arrows and reloading capacity. If necessary, we will produce biofuel for the bit of travel (or tractor) that is absolutely necessary.

(Would you even want to go anywhere if it got that bad?) Solar powered cart. Walking more may not be so unpleasant thru the

woods or along a river if we had a reason to go to town. All my neighbors have horses. I stored hand-me-down clothing and work

boots (+sewing stuff, yarn) from the years of aouence when people were discarding better stuff than you can buy nowadays.

My library. I should purchase more solar lighting--I love Luci Lights! I also have solar Christmas lights. I have a solar radio, a

cuckoo clock and a windup alarm clock that was built to last. I am also prepared for toilet paper alternatives. I would do without

bananas since I have never had any luck growing them in my greenhouse. I would be depressed without chocolate.  All I really want

out of my life is to pull the big farm gate shut behind me and be left alone to live in peace. I may need to go on a long hike.

-continued-
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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-continued- I am too old and set in my ways to want what a consumer society tells me I should value. I now consider dressing up

and going to restaurants a social burden. I would Rnd all the gadgetry on a new car confusing. I do not want a cell phone or

television, let alone a big screen tv. I do not wear makeup and rarely any jewelry, even my wedding ring. My "vacation" is a Rshing

trip. I am as happy reading a good book as going to a movie. I can make a meal without store bought ingredients. I am so much

healthier than when I was young and eating commercial food--for that I am grateful.  I have what I need and I am content.
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Listen to Catherine Austin Fitts: move money to community banks, learn the trade, barter with neighbors, know your farmer, sheriff,

and banker, get to know people around you, gather into the assembly as David Martin does.
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My view is that killing people at the top results in them being replaced and more repression. It's the system, much as we see the

worldwide system of control emerging now. We can't kill our way out of it. We're embedded in the system too and drawn into its

violence. This is a psychological war to be fought with heart and soul. What is Rnest in us is the "weapon." Violence, whether

bloody or more subtle, draws us further into the tangled web of deception.
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM
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"...move money to community banks..." The government can still control them. Since cash is still usable for now, I have purchased

a safe and will be cashing out of my bank accounts, much to the chagrin of the banks, but Rnally to my delight.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Individuals wanting insight and understanding as to whom "The Powers That Be" represent - recommend starting at the top - the

BIS. Who owns it, who controls it, who beneRts from its power structure, etc. If looking for indisputable evidence, good luck. IMHO

TPTB aren't known for; transparency, full disclosure, context, or accountability. I think the TPTB's are more inclined to deploy;

gaslighting, gate keepers, narratives, and algorithms.  But I view through my "reality goggles", striving daily to keep them from

"fogging up."  "A point of view can be a dangerous luxury when substituted for insight and understanding." -- Marshall McLuhan
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is link to the Bank of International Settlements website: www.bis.org/.../index.htm   It is owned by 63 Member Central Banks -

one of which is the Federal Reserve System in the US:  www.bis.org/.../member_cb.htm  Governance and organisation of the BIS:

www.bis.org/.../orggov.htm  BIS Organization Chart: www.bis.org/.../organigram.pdf  Urge all to watch this video from Catherine

Austin Fitts about the Central Banking Warfare and the need for every individual worldwide should understand what the Rnancial

plan is - www.youtube.com/watch
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is but one problem, which can be expressed in one word- MONOPOLY. And we all know don't we that monopoly has but one

source- force of government. And the solution to this is a fully free economy having no monopolies.
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NikkiEagle
Joined On 8/19/2015 6:07:34 PM
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I've been on this platform for seven years, and watched the same core group of insightful, super-intelligent, aware people share the

results of some really deep dives into a number of different topics which all drill down to the lowest common denomenator; truth that has

been deliberately concealed and all against the best interests of humanity. By media, in collusion with government. We all agree that

there is a massive, criminal syndicate that spans the globe and has seemingly unlimited power which it is wexing against mankind in a

slow, torturous squeeze to kill us. Talking, commenting, analyzing is great and keeps us all connected, but in the end.....preaching to choir

isn't taking action.

-  We the people of the worldwide family have allowed the agents of our corporate governments to run amok for far too long. Please

please please change your political status from water jurisdiction "citizen" "taxpayer" slave and return to land and soil where living men

and women are sovereign, and commit to rebuilding your state assemblies, and the four pillars of our lawful government! It is time to take

back our power and hold our employees accountable, but it's much more dizcult when you are technically their subjects....their corporate

property. How often does a slave win judgement against his master? That's the position that people are in here, Rghting against the

system while still part of it.

First world nations are ALL corporations; the thievery of living men and women's identities without their knowledge or consent has

happened all across the globe in a concerted effort by Mr. Global. It's not a conspiracy theory, but a fact. People have to start from the

ground up, literally.  - We got here by abdicating our responsibility to rule ourselves locally and handed it over to our agents. Now it's time

to take that responsibility back.  Every country has a process to become a national. I only know the American process;

 tasa.americanstatenationals.org
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ElizabethHope
Joined On 8/12/2016 8:50:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Mercola, post an article about the CAUSE of skyrocketing real estate prices: Corporations buying up single-family homes and

becoming corporate landlords. Main Street Renewal is one such company. Please research it. Where I live, homes have increased

by $100,000 in just 2 years! If you look on Zillow.com, some areas have more rental properties than for-sale homes on the market.

Please write an investigative piece on how Wall Street is trying to turn the US into a nation of renters, thereby robbing people of the

chance to build equity and generational wealth. Advise your readers to NOT sell their house UNTIL they buy a new one Rrst. Explain

how they can use a bridge loan to cover the cost since this is deRnitely a sellers market. This type of news article will quickly grab

the attention of atypical Mercola readers. It will be an excellent way for us to reach our apathetic family members and friends who

otherwise don't care about vaccine mandates.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM
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"us" versus "them" - they have goals that entail COMPLETE CONTROL of everything - Breggin should know that this is evidence of

PARANOIA - they are paranoid because their designs are not capable of consensus but in order to coerce societies into cooperating in

their own undoing the whip and cattle prong must be liberally applied - the Nazi Schlob has Strangelovian aspirations of a demented

hijacking of all the power and resources without any token of compensation - this is "WINNER TAKES ALL" territory - in the dog eats dog

scenario humanity is being eaten alive - these greedheads have abandoned the standards formulated in the renaissance by Pico and later

emphasized by Spinoza - these articles of faith have been jettisoned by demented moneymen who use fake money to pave the way and

leverage their demands -

these selRsh narcissists consider the human condition to be beneath contempt - these meretricious resentful psychopaths want to

revenge their own inadequecies by punishing the multitudes and deriving some frisson of power by so doing - catharsis will only come

when the Masses rise up and eradicate this scourge from our midst - the Snake must be decapitated and then the path will be clear as to

how power is to be exercised in the Future - sometimes only DIRECT ACTION can deliver the necessary impact - be brave - cowardice can

only lead to ENSLAVEMENT - the GREEDHEADS want you to be scared so that you will comply with their DEADLY agenda by way of the

Fascist salute - HEIL HITLER / HEIL THE SNAKE / HEIL DR FALSIE and HEIL nAZI SHWAB - these are the front men of the putsch that has

destroyed the social contract and ushered the return of the Dark Ages
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, Stan is the tyranny imposed on the world by a group of leaders who have promoted corrupt globalism for decades. USA,

Australia, Germany, England and Canada are a clear example of how a false pandemic can be implanted with the total control of

the population numb by a devastating spread that is commanded by the privatization of governments with the driving force of the

leaders of the School of Klaus Schwab and kept in time with the Davos meetings. It is a long history of corruption of humanity,

which is fought by a few brave scientists and doctors who believe in freedom and believe in the human soul and the Creator, they

do not believe in Gods who can rule according to their particular interests, the destiny of The humanity.

Unfortunately "The new Normality" is the loss of freedoms, global neoliberalism is even stronger thanks to the wsa pandemic and

has increased its proRts. It has obtained it not only through exploitation, but directly through the social murder of the working

class, the increase in the power of corporations, the health of people, a crisis that will last over time with hunger, inequalities and

deaths. All Covid mandates must be suspended immediately. They are not intended to “protect people's lives.

It is a big lie. The scientiRc evidence is overwhelming. The so-called pandemic is a criminal enterprise. However, the reality is that

martial law is being applied against them, which is printed by Klaus Schwab Humanity is being devoured by a group of

psychopaths, sociopaths and narcissists with paranoid minds who want global dominance under their diabolical interests. We are

on the brink of global slavery unless people wake up and reach a higher level of consciousness and choose the freedom they have

gained over sociopathic and corrupt governments.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM
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thank you Gui - the oppression that has become the modus of the power brokers must evolve to a point where freedom has no

meaning - we will all live in our own personal Gulag of suppression and misery - the last embers of freedom are being doused so

that humanity will lose its historical pathway - progress will morph into sinking back into the morass - nostalgia for mud - as

Mankind sinks into the tarpits of human memory - a failure to act brings guilt to the survivors - "daddy, what did you do in the war

??" - the "Family of Man" has been disbanded and Robinson Crusoe has arrived on the deserted island in search of a civilization

that has long since vanished - we are all GUILTY - our crime is the allowance of this calamity
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am not so sure greed can sustain itself in the longer term, even thru fear. When people feel they have nothing left to lose, they

become very brave about rebelling.  I think from a practical point of view most totalitarian systems eventually collapse upon

themselves. Bribery, corruption and black markets become a way of life because there are no productive options.  Because of their

contempt for the most productive workers, they do not see the value in their work or realize how dependent they are on people who

provide raw materials and resources. They have neither their loyalty nor the understanding of a worker's value. in this way, they

squander human resources. This the saying in communist nations... "You pretend to pay me and I pretend to work."  Enslaving

people is a very poor economic model. A few may become wealthy, but most are impoverished by such a system.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hi Almond - the whole thesis of the Renaissance was to bring Mankind out of the darkness of dogma and bathe them in the light of

human potential - human potential is our contract with God to express ourselves by rejoicing in the progressive evolution of

freedom of thought - since the renaissance there has been moments of liberation and moments of exploitation - the question then

becomes "when will civilization reach the Age of Maturation that enhances our POTENTIAL ???"- dismissing these values that now

prevail is a disappointing outcome of the human struggle for progress - knowledge is the prime value that now Rnds itself as being

non essential in our Brave New World of barbarism and ignorance - thank you for the reply - PS - in the legend of Uroborus the

snake engulfs the world and ends up eating it's own tail
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ghKnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Today the lies continue. I cannot help an MSM believer, so I usually leave the room when it comes on. As I left today they were

spewing that the virus was born in the Wuhan market and new research proves it. To this I reinforce myself with knowing that

moral guidance (religious views) are a good thing; but the believer must know when to swim to shore saving oneself rather than

drown with a victim who ventured into an environment they were incapable of, of experiencing without help.
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Glastian
Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Stanley, they are not just psychopaths. Reptiles are devoid of conscience, love, compassion and caring: basic traits in

mammals. I have mentioned before that the same species that have plundered the planet’s resources for generations now want to

have what’s left all to themselves; and enslave what’s left of humanity to serve them. “WINNERS TAKE ALL”, yes, this is the ultimate

game of monopoly folks. As TonyRyan comments, perhaps it’s time for treating these entities differently.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Stan, NOT fake printed all the time, wealth has been generated by massively increased productivity; yet at the same time, wages

for working people never increased. Income inequality has left the average worker no where. Start at about 3hrs 30min on this

video: "GRAND JURY: DAY 5 Economical & Financial Destruction" - www.bitchute.com/.../3fQgdlD5cZLe  - large scale income

inequality started 30 to 40 years ago, and has created the uber-wealthy, who now seem to believe they can rule the world, as

everyone else is cattle to be herded and controlled. At the same time, developed nations have been printing money, spending

beyond their means and now unable to keep their promises. This is the sovereign debt crisis that's been covered over by covid. Not

easy to wake up those who have been lulled into constant pharma-sponsored tv entertainment and security.
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Xmen44
Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM
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We are dealing with multiple hydras here and not one snake or serpent. Unless we strike at the heart of each monster and destroy

it, we will never win this war. I am sorry, but peaceful protest is not working against the demons around the hydras. We can not

reason with evil. People must accept that we have to Rght them. I wish there was another way.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have noticed how fearful a lot of the dictators the WEF has installed or bribed are behaving. Trudeau, Pelosi, Dictator Dan from

down under. Not just nasty and sadistic but desperate and fearful. Trudeau was frightened of the Convoy. He knew he was in deep

stuff either way. If he yielded to the truckers Schwab would "correct" him.
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XMen44, just who do you plan on Rghting? They are scattered all over the globe and have a number of helicopters and bunkers.

You can Rght their useful idiots--the police and others--but that will be playing into their hands. Peacefully seceding is more apt to

work. Don't make the mistake the South did by Rring on Ft. Sumpter. That started the Civil War. Which is exactly what the

technocrats want. Only I would argue we shouldn't do a Texit but a bunch of mini secessions--soft at Rrst--on a local level.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM
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ghRnn - swim or sink - prayer can be militant too - Jesus was cruciRed because he would not compromise his faith - the Romans

wiped out the Zealots and blamed the Jews after appropriating their religion -- Glastian - our lower brain stem is also called our

reptile brain because we share this anatomy with our evolutionary predecessors "the reptiles" - these throwbacks have focussed

their demand for absolute power on this part of the human brain -- rose - have not had a chance to ponder Fuellmich's Grand Jury

{people's court} but appreciate the effort his investigation entails - will watch -- Xmen - violence is the most convincing protest

because this is ALL these megalomaniacs respect -- rensmith - yes, they are scared which is why they violently suppress freedom

of speech - as to whom we should act against - they will become obvious when the chips begin to fall - the followers will blame the

decision makers like Nuremberg - but "following orders" is not an acceptable defense
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axkershaw
Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM
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Stan: The 99% do not need to physically decapitate the .00001%, they just need to stop cooperating en masse. A wide strike by all

transportation workers would shut down the economies of the world over night. To do that, preparations must be done. If

everybody had a cash reserve suzcient to feed themselves for say 3 months, a shutdown or seizure of bank accounts would be of

little help to the .00001%. That number comes from an estimated 8,000 billionaires divided by 8 billion people. Even if all

electronics are disabled, farmers and Rshers will sell to cash. They are not set up to take gold or silver. During WWII in the UK and

US, 40% of food was produced in Victory Gardens.

Today 60% of the food consumed in Havana is produced in Havana. Cuba has been with strict BIS regulation for 60 years and

without the help of USSR for 30. "Power of Community" is a Rlm that shows that. Prepare! The 99% are being systematically

impoverished to make them more enslaveable. ArtiRcial inwation is one way. A nebulizer that used to be $40 on Amazon is now

$100. The same product is $36 on Mercado Libre in Ecuador. Why? How? In the US property and other assets are supposedly

protected from seizure by the 4th and 5th Amendments. To ensure those rights see your local sheriff with supporting documents

and ask questions. Forewarned-- From personal experience government agencies and banks do not necessarily follow the law.

Every county seat has a public law library. Make yourself familiar with it. Talk to the librarians and start a local group focused on

the law. Be aware that the government will break the law and you will be forced to go to court. In the meantime your assets will be

sanctioned. The international sanctions declared by the US are enforced by the BIS an institution that is independent. All

sanctioned countries, Cuba, Iran, Syria, China, North Korea, Russia, Venezuela have publicly owned central banks that the

banksters hate. Libya, Afghanistan and Iraq used to be part.
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hi there Axker - you speak of the courts as the Rnal arbitrator - and yet the courts will not accept injustice claims that threaten

Pharma's power nor would they look at fraudulent election claims - if justice cannot Rnd a home in the courts then the question

becomes " QUO VADIS" as there is no other peaceful means open to Mankind
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Pete.Smith has deleted the comment.

 

Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Pete the Canadian Rnance minister, Chrystia Freeland, is also in the WEF. A great list formed under the tutelage of Klaus

Schwab in his Young Global Leaders program, which has been essential in shaping a world order that wants to end democratic

principles. Dr. Vladimir "Zev" Zelenko told "ReFounding America" host Dr. Peter Breggin that humanity is on the verge of global

enslavement by globalists. A process over four decades, so we are on the verge of global slavery unless people wake up and reach

a higher level of consciousness and choose the freedom they have gained over sociopathic and corrupt governments.

Bright's decision to block HCQ cost him his position at BARDA. He was Rred as ozce director in April 2020 after what he described

as "clashes with political leadership" at the Department of Health and Human Services. Dr. Robert Malone: FDA, BARDA blocked
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as "clashes with political leadership" at the Department of Health and Human Services. Dr. Robert Malone: FDA, BARDA blocked

the use of HCQ as a treatment for Covid). Zelenko also said that the WHO, which he also calls the World Homicide Organization, is

working in collaboration with the United Nations Organization (UN), and both are subordinate to the WEF, and the youth of the

Schwab school Breggin said China is after all the people in Schwab's "school of global predators." He added that the Chinese

virtually control the WHO and the UN.

According to Zelenko, graduates of the class include Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates, Chancellor Angela Merkel of Germany, Prime

Ministers Justin Trudeau of Canada, Jacinda Ardern of New Zealand, Scott Morrison of Australia and President Emmanuel Macron

of France. among others. It is about the privatization of governments, setting the course for humanity, counting on major

multinational investment management corporations like BlackRock, led by the WEF's own Larry Fink.
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German economist and journalist Ernst Wolff believes that many of the national leaders included in the Young Global Leader

program have been selected for their willingness to carry out the lockdown agenda of recent years, and that their imminent failure

will be used as an excuse to create a new form of Global Government. Since Global Leaders of Tomorrow became Young Global

Leaders 2004, partners such as the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Google, and JPMorganChase with alumni of the program

have also participated as sponsors. The ultimate consequence of both public-private partnerships and these target areas is the

creation of a largely tyrannical social contract in which the individual has been subordinated to these powerful interests with the

partnership between the WEF and the UN and the implementation of the global objectives (Agenda 2030) through the application

of the technologies of the Fourth Industrial Revolution.

The inwuence of the people who created the corrupt system we live in is evident by those who support projects like The Great

Transition, started with seed money from Rockefeller. In the hope as Dr. Zelenko says that people wake up and reach a higher level

of consciousness and choose freedom and expel from their consciousness the lies that want to lead humanity to tyranny by the

privatization of sociopathic governments and corrupt.

www.brighteon.com/8ad6c0cc-b01f-41df-b036-62f4920edbd1  (2022)

www.brighteon.com/b7b68f3d-f0d7-4d9b-9e97-91275e59c26d  (2022) personas www.weforum.org/.../klaus-schwab  (2022)

forbiddenknowledgetv.net/dr-zelenko-we-are-living-through-a-global-bio..  (2022)

www.globalresearch.ca/world-economic-forum-young-global-leaders-reveal..  (02/23/2022)
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Thanks Gui. Global predators is the right name for those WEF criminals. Not long ago State documents in our country Holland

became public and in the news. They mention a phone call on April 26, 2020 that our Prime Minister Rutte (WEF member) had with

“Mrs. Gates” about an all Inclusive Vaccine Alliance. Soon after that, the WEF contacted a state department to follow up on this

call with 2 pages full of proposals about vaccinations. Later it was conRrmed that the WEF initiative went to the Ministry of Health.

They talked for example about a vaccine by the company CureVac that got investment from Bill Gates. Our Covid advisory

committee got subsidized by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. This committee talked about the vaccines from companies Bill

Gates invested in. You see the conwict of interests. Well you see this everywhere in the world. Bill Gates paid government members

of Nigeria to approve his vaccination program. This was in 2018 news, even in MSM,

www.cnbc.com/2018/01/18/bill-and-melinda-gates-foundation-is-paying-of..  .

A year ago he "advised" Nigeria to wait for Gavi, which is a global Vaccine Alliance that brings together public and private sectors,

creating equal access to new and underused vaccines for children living in the world’s poorest countries.

www.vanguardngr.com/2021/01/covid-19-bill-gates-advises-nigeria-to-wai..  What a sick predator (B)ill Gates is to make money by

forcing children to take harmful experimental vaccines.
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Behind Lenin and the revolution in Russia were Jews, in the same way as now. Black Rock leaders are all Jewish people. We need

Reagan back or Winston Churchill.
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I feel totally dewated i thought the Convoy in Canada would wake up more of the people, but the MSM turned that around. Seems

like it worked in Trudeau's favour too as he put more powers in place. Then I wonder about the power of prayer that I always

thought was powerful. Seems to me, the wicked are winning, and nothing is stopping their plan. Even now the protests have been

taken over by what is happening in the Ukraine and covid restrictions / vaccine mandates protests have all but been lost. The

newspapers and TV use library pictures and videos of old wars to frighten the people into whats happening in Ukraine. I feel very

sorry for the Ukraine people for their suffering but I don't know what is to be believed about that also as we are fed fear and lies all

the time. The WEF WHO etc are using their God given free will to control the rest of us and so far its working for them

unfortunately not for us. We need some positive news for a change.
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A conversation with Riley Waggaman, who writes about COVID Russia describing in great detail the ties between the Russian elite

and the WEF, as well as hilarious connections to various pharmaceutical companies. Some highlights: The head of Sberbank

(Russia's central bank), Herman Gref, is a trustee of the WEF. In February 2020 he announced his plans to develop a facial

recognition system on face masks. He also claims that he took "Sputnik V" in April 2020, even before clinical trials began, and

saved it. Moscow Mayor Sobyanin has a plan curiously called “Moscow 2030” (smart city, implantable devices to track people's

hearts and determine insurance rates, etc.). More details and video in the link ARE RUSSIAN OLIGARCHS BEST FRIENDS WITH

KLAUS SCHWAB? A CONVERSATION WITH RILEY WAGGAMAN. byTessa Lena tessa.substack.com/.../russia-covid  (02/26/2022)
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The pope is part of the globalist cabal and he doesn’t promote Christianity.
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The word "Pope" is a 4 letter word just like hell and damn.
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Is the pope Catholic? Nope.
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True, he promotes universalist global corporatism presided over by a layered Babylonian-ordered hierarchy; a promiscuous union

of Statecraft and spiritual craft, not of faith in the scriptures or the Lord Jesus Christ according to the scriptures: usurping the

place of both. And now even the illusion of white pope, black pope charade & 'chess' is gone with the Rrst Jesuit Pope: the

Bergoglio, the Argentinian liberation theologian more in bed with the UN & mercantile global corporatists & merchandisers than

ever the scriptures, or even a good pretense. And the 'black' pope, the Jesuit General, the Venezuelan crony no doubt chosen &

awarded for services rendered in taking Simon Bolivar's heritage as the George Washington of South America, & the free church &

economy country of Venezuela....back under mama (and I'm not talking Jerusalem above which is free indeed, the mother of every

truly born again believer according to the scriptures, Galatians 4&John 8 KJB, but that of Rev 18/Zechariah 5 KJB).

The tender loving care of tyrannical corporatist Rome. Both the popes are the epitomy of catholic universalist, corporatist control

whether it's overt or covert, & joining the two in 'synthesis' (better said sin-thesis) & the world's folly of communitarianism &

ecumenical denial of all truth & distinctives providing a show for the yin-yang, male-female, black-white, capitalist-socialist,

communist-fascist deceived world according to their preference & druthers also falling short of threefold truth evident in the

creation, conscience & preserved word of God....easily discerned from the rest by it's power & utter uniqueness, it's incomparable

nature....changes that not one whit.

In fact: it only fulRlls it, underscoring truth & the supernatural & prophetic power of the authoritative word of God through which

God has chosen to work, as surely as through the only begotten, the Word of God, for his creative, salviRc & judging works.
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Very true. He and that "church" are nothing more than the continuation of the Ancient Babylonian mystery religions from thousands

of years before Christ was born operating under a new name. It is not the church Christ started but it was actually started in its

modern incarnation by Simon the sorcerer (Acts 8) and later adopted by Rome when Constantine converted the entire empire to

professing Christianity which was already a super watered-down version by then, in the 4th century ad
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jedi, I suspect the apostasy was the usual gradual and compromising kind, we don't know where Simon the Sorcerer ended up,

whether he repented or not. We do know Augustine of Hippo was of the Alexandrian School of philosophers, gnostics & so forth

co-mingling: harmonizing; favoring Origen's 6-columned corruption & self-castrating pagan extremes; & we know what Constantine

I was...of a long line of Pontifex Maximii with presumptions to world empire & divinity, w/ headship to the Empire he would become

the perceived inheritor of that bequeathed to Julius Caesar from the last of the Attalid's of Pergamos, where the Babylonian

priesthood had wed, & Satan's seat was.

The Pontifex Maximus, the MYSTERIES of occult craft & all coverted state & spiritual power: God's being open & in the light. We

know what their 'deal' & their union brought forth & the bloody fruit that it bore, how hard it worked to hide or corrupt the light of

God, the quickening & lively word by which faith & salvation come. History testiRes to it all, & in harmony with the word of God.  I

always found it ironic, that after Augustine sent the Roman legions against the free churches of North Africa, scattering them, after

they rejected the illegit head.

The political appointees & cronies sent in to replace their proven, known elders & pastors freely chosen to be so by wocks freely

able to associate & congregate, submit to their teaching, or to peacefully separate....each able to give the reasons for the hope that

they had, the distinctions maintained, the scriptures preserved & authoritative......there was no one left to defend or come to his aid

when he died at the hand of the pagan Carthaginians, remnants of Canaan amongst them. I suspect that Revelation 18 will unfold

much like that. God used profane, idolatrous Jehu to put down Jezebel, & to judge the house of Ahab. Before his house was judged

in its turn. God is not mocked.
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Too,cut it short, All the money hogs,will be broke,nothing, the minute they DIE...Standing in front of the CREATOR...And ,them,who sware

there is no God,will be crying for mercy, too late...
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Sometimes it's no pleasure to say, told you so, but it's left needing to be said. Told you so, or Doc & Ronnie Cummins were telling us right

up front at the beginning. Pick up their book, The Truth About Covid-19 before you are not allowed to spend the efforts of your time, your

needs, your money. Now it is out in the open, it has been done, the intentions are clear. When they say trust us it is almost always one of

the biggest red wags.  It is highly doubtful any real or meaningful useful change will be coming out of their self-serving system, it's all

rigged, All Roads Lead to Rome so to speak. One of the biggest hurdles is land ownership, taxes, being able to navigate their existing

dominate system while taking on the massive task of building independent parallel systems locally.

It seems the Covid Scare-Demic was to soften & tear down the walls to implement their Build Back Better Agenda. It also exposed

unseen, loose ends & their foundational lies along with some key players. All is not lost, but all will be dizcult. Dizcult does not mean

impossible. Getting past their artiRcial PR campaigns to Divide & Conquer all, shows we need to compare notes in public discussions to

Rnd better answers than the Predator$ will ever offer. We can do better than Ag Chemical-soaked toxic impossible burgers, bug &

sewage-based foods.

The need for us to engage in as large a project building Regenerative, Sustainable, Organic Agriculture as we can locally, has just jumped

way beyond 40 acres & a mule. Different building techniques, such as domes, multiple integrated domes, pole & beam structures for

extended families, or multiple extended families, coordinated activity for expenses, shared tools to lower cost. Larger efforts to hold

wood lots, sugar bushes, Relds, truck gardens plus the many needs & services we can provide for ourselves are extremely necessary.

Now personal assets have already been Stolen from individual persons, it will not stop at Canada's border.
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Yes, Just, we have a series of lunatics, psychopaths and narcissists who must be brought to justice. The ethical and moral

principles of Klaus Schwab are deRned in the words he declared: ““ After all, this pandemic is your basic terror operation. How else

are you going to hold society together and mobilize it?” We live a tremendous battle, in which there is no bomb but a war against

humanity. The enemy is the deep state that wants to subject the world population to its whims. This unknown situation causes

consequences at all levels: health, economic, political, demographic, but, above all, it causes consequences on a psychological

level.

We have the weapons that allow us to Rght against deception. Possible answers can be given in human nature, depending on our

personality and our knowledge of reality. The Covid-19 crisis was an imposition by globalist elites created by the Chinese state in

cooperation with Dr. Fauci and his allies. The Ukraine crisis is equally a disaster induced by Joe Biden, Antony Blinken, who

provoked Putin by bringing the idea of NATO to Russia's doorstep. The Icelandic government is now telling its people that it is

good to get Covid.

In other words, the Icelandic government has decided to manage Covid through herd immunity derived from natural infection. This

marks the complete denial of the ozcial Covid narrative that was accepted as conventional wisdom by almost all governments for

the last two years. Now, however, governments are increasingly encouraging their citizens to forget about vaccinations and instead

go out and take on the virus with their own immune systems.

www.americanthinker.com/articles/2022/02/the_collapsing_covid_narrativ..  (02/26/2022)
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I live in a great place to become self sustaining. If I can convince neighbors of how serious things are.
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All is not lost, this may be the beginning of the Great Unraveling, as predicted these corporations will turn on eachother as soon as

the emergency lifts: Rnance.yahoo.com/news/arbutus-Rles-patent-infringement-lawsuit-11344..
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The illusion is proven in Canada, No one actually OWNS anything. If you OWN then how can someone TAKE what YOU own? The bottom

line is Senate Document 43 among other laws make actual ownership an illusion. End Users can rent, will, gift, sell, trade their End User

position, however, The State OWNS ALL property. Any Lawyer knows the above to be true. For example, real estate has a forever lien

because property taxes are paid in arrears. Other State standings include Police Power and Eminent Domain. Obviously, Canadian and US

ozcials cut and paste how they want to apply their standing. In this example, protesters and anyone who gets in their way is subject to

property seizure, job loss, limited parental rights and more. All of these overt actions are incremental steps to condition the remaining

humans for Agenda 2030. In summary: Ladies and gentlemen, Welcome to your life there's no turning back !! Bill Hicks put the meaning

of life in this context "it's ALL a ride."
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this mania about "ownership" - this is part of the cat and mouse game that those in power dream of - one upmanship and

competitive norms are somehow ingrained in the capitalist idea - the psychology surrounding the exchange of goods is fraught

with whether your money is frittered away with FALSE DESIRES that are part of the reward system - COMMERCIALIZATION is the

carrot and we are all donkeys
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Magna Carta being reversed
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WAR, FEAR, FAMINE AND UKRAINE … And when the grass came up, they began to dig up the roots and ate the leaves and the buds; they

used everything there was; dandelions, and burdocks and bluebells and willow root, and sedums, and nettles . . . --Soviet writer Vasily

Grossman, recording the spring of 1933 in Ukraine. Lundin, Cody. When All Hell Breaks Loose: Stuff You Need to Survive When Disaster

Strikes We think it is never going to happen to us, even though we have already seen the effects of food supply shortages and stockpiling.

But consider this, in 2006 it was estimated by the authorities that some 12% of Americans, 35 million people, were not always able to

feed consistently. And, one wonders, what was the quality of that food, given the likely demographics of that group? Nutrition consists of

two basic things: Quantity and quality. If there is not food of a good enough quality, then the diet may be considered deRcient despite

being very high in calories. Paradoxically the very low nutrient content of “Junk” food and the SAD American and the BAD (British Average

Diet) is precisely what drives people to overeat and become obese.

Feast and famine in one deleterious package! We are now looking at people across the world who are experiencing famine, death and

disease whether through war, natural disasters or a combination of all three and additional factors. It is my belief that it is our

responsibility to prepare and plan to feed ourselves well in the event of any of these, AND, also to try to get aid to the right people in the

right places at the right time, to help those less fortunate than ourselves.

“Charity begins at home” is true here because it is self-evident that if we are unwell then we cannot feed ourselves or our immediate

family, we lose the ability to help further aReld. So, whilst our aim here is not to feed the world, but to prepare for the coming crisis, we

can also at least share the wisdom and methods we have developed and share the knowledge
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I have done a lot to help educate people and help them establish gardens if they were willing to make an effort and learn. I have no

empathy for people who have land under their feet and have done absolutely nothing to help themselves. If they have not been able

to read the writing on the wall by now, they cannot be helped. It is too late for many people. I am tired of hearing, "I probably

should..."  If they have done nothing to help themselves, why should I feel obligated to help them?
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Its wonderful for people to have a large garden or piece of land and can grow herbs and food. In the UK (small islands) most

people live in towns in small houses, wats and the new build housing schemes have small gardens, so are dependant on

foodstores. I have a tiny greenhouse and grow a couple of tomato plants its too cold to grow them outside. I make the best use of

my very small garden, but I don't see any gardens in my neighbourhood being used that way. I don't know anyone in my

neighbourhood who grows anything. We don't have community gardens either, as any spaces are taken up by supermarkets and

carparks etc. We have several huge supermarkets in and around the area.
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In a more immediate light: the Ukraine is the major supplier of fertilizers across the EU (while everyone has been focusing on gas

and oil) - and this year, no nyet, whatever, there is a severe scarcity. So unless farmers have been building their own compost and

taking care to re-feed their Relds locally, food shortages and skyrocketing food prices are likely across many areas in the Balkans

and Europe. This was already predicted back in January, by a Russian economist Dr. Reiner Fuellmich, Viviane and the Corona

Committee team had on one of their long committee hearings.
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Urge all to watch - Geoengineering Watch Global Alert News, February 26, 2022,  www.youtube.com/watch
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I guess just reading this puts us on an undesirable list. As if that small crumb of fear could instill subservience. They truly do not know

humanity, do they. They already have the weak gene’s and DNA under the fear button; but it is here where they face the greatest challenge.

The peoples who founded this refuge did so weeing the idiots and despots. Yes, we have been weakened by the inwux of those who

contaminate these lands with their weak mentality and fear, fear of everything. I am at the win window with my wager that this attempt to

weaken the human gene pool will fail. Humanity did not get this far with their mentality, Remember those at the top fall the farthest and

hit the hardest. Fear … remember Lt Dan in ‘Forrest Gump’, “Is this all you got?” Bring it on.
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Yes, it is deRnitely fear. According to Summit News, the UK and Canadian governments have admitted to using "totalitarian"

methods of "mind control" to force compliance. In his interview with Rogan after being banned from Twitter, he explained the mass

hysteria, in part by comparing what we're seeing now with COVID to Germany in the Hitler era. “And one of the aspects of that

phenomenon is that the people that they identify as their leaders, the ones typically that come in and say you have this pain and I

can solve it for you. I and I alone,” Malone further explained, “Then they will follow that person. It doesn't matter whether they lied

to them or whatever. The data is irrelevant.” summit.news/2022/01/03/mass-formation-psychosis-admittedly-used-by-gov..

 (03/01/2022)
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If you want to see how effective compliance is just look down under. The Bullies will pummel us to death no matter what. Avoid

civil war and the capitals (enemy territory) since violence is bad and gets too much attention. But disobey whenever suitable. The

best civil disobedience now is done quietly but frequently on a local level.
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And Obadiah Holmes: 'you have whipped me as with roses.'   Following Joseph who also kept the faith under duress, & many

martyrs under the corporatist tyranny & inquisitors of the impositional counterfeit: Genesis 50:20 But as for you, ye thought evil

against me; but God meant it unto good, to bring to pass, as it is this day, to save much people alive.
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I commenced researching the investment banker elite in 2002, published an unsuccessful book about it in 2007, discovered Mercola in

2010, established the web site 'Australia Fights Back' also in 2010 (URL oziz4oziz.com/), and began a resistance network in 2014. This

research identiRed similar episodes in human history and I discovered that much of recorded history and constitutions were established

as part of the enemy's arsenal. One of the most toxic myths sprinkled across our naive path was the 'power of peaceful protest'. The City

of London was ecstatic with Mohandas Gandhi's performance and has Rnanced proselytisations globally. The banksters also Rnanced the

preparations of national constitutions, yet nobody yet has twigged that no constitution has saved a nation from destruction.

Perhaps the fact that no constitution contains the word DEMOCRACY should have provoked alarm signals... but no, this has passed

unnoticed. More recently, I speculated how long it would take for people to realise that the peaceful Canadian Trucker's Protest was

crushed with the very violence it thought it was immune to by virtue of its peacefulness. I also wondered when the million peaceful rally

participants who met at Canberra's Old Parliament would click that the sonic destruction aimed at their bodies and those of their children,

was the very violence they too were immune to.

Organisers warned them "do not provoke violence, this is the excuse they need". Being led by amateurs is dangerous. At 79, I am

wondering when people will wake up. Psychopaths and sociopaths are not impressed with paciRsm. In fact it feeds their sadism. They

love nothing more than to torture the helpless, especially as their victim's morals prevent them from Rghting back. Gates loves to kill

children. The enemy fears, and is susceptable to only one thing... violence. The Italian fascista learned this to their cost. The situation we

are in now is KILL OR BE KILLED. We need to Rght.
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ONCE AGAIN, HOW? You trigger happy loons will play right into the globalists' hands. Useful idiots. Do you recommend just

running around shooting anybody? Like that clerk at Walmart who asks you to wear a mask. That makes you the bad guy. Unless

you can Rnd the elites themselves there is no enemy to shoot. If Bill Gates strolls through your neighborhood by all means shoot

him.
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America is a dying Republic- PaciRsts have killed it. PaciRsm is the short title of the story about the frog that was slowly boiled to

death.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/28/2022 8:43:43 AM
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What you describe, kat, is not a dying republic, but the role of heresy gradually creeping in through philosophy & tradition until

suzcient leaven affects the mass, & God withdraws his blessing & protection. Politically America was established a democratic

republic pitting the weaknesses & potential abuses of those two manmade systems against one another; an attempt to balance &

distribute the risks. We were not founded Rome or Babylon, nor Laodicea...though there were attempts by both to see to it that we

were.  

God blesses nations according to their tolerance of his word & his people, as well as their harmony with it & refusal to impose upon

conscience while vigorously protecting freedom of speech, press, religion, association & the free public square & marketplace of

ideas where people can hear the various truth claims & rationale people give for the hope they have, freely receiving or rejecting it,

peacefully separating where necessary & unity is impossible. Choosing freely, imposing not upon others insofar as they permit that

by peaceful separation & tolerance. When those truths are denied, hamstrung & refused....chaos & tyranny are givens.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Another, perhaps more successful idea may be to set up a parallel universe within the existing, failing systems. Think about that

option for a while: Italians apparently have started (or re-started) bartering goods and services. Not everything is black or white,

many shades in-between.
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Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM
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Rensmith, you appear unhinged; yikes, go take some magnesium with a cup of hot camomile tea. Rrealrose, GAB.com has started

an alternative online marketplace. I’m going to check it out today. Farmers Markets are a great place to get exchanges going and

established local wea markets too. Those of us in 4 season weather don’t have access to farmers markets year round so it’s

important to establish those relationships early in the season. I’m excited for Spring!! Yay!
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Rrealrose, the parallel economy is a great idea. It needs to be pushed to the max. I don't think it's enough though. Rensmith, what

on earth are you talking about? Who said anything about getting trigger-happy and shooting semi-mindlessly at "useful idiots"

while letting the real criminals skate? When you ask "How?" you are spot-on. That's very tough to answer IMO. Successful despots

are always very good at protecting themselves from physical harm. TonyRyan lives in the real world. No truer words have been

spoken than:  "Psychopaths and sociopaths are not impressed with paciRsm. In fact it feeds their sadism.

They love nothing more than to torture the helpless, especially as their victim's morals prevent them from Rghting back".  To

believe otherwise is the height of naivete. I'm not advocating anything speciRc, neither did Tony. We need to do what's likely to

work. There are no sure things in situations like the current times, but you can improve your odds. I don't know exactly the best

course, nobody does, including Tony. He's right about everything he said though. It's true also that peaceful resistance has worked.

The best ways forward are not easy to discern, or agree on.
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The bad guys have stuff that they did not create. . .do the good guys allow this? It sure looks like it. . .do the so-called [by me] good

guys enjoy accepting the fake money? Do they understand that their wealth is being stolen and not purchased? Why don't they

refuse the fake money? Do they know or care that their massive productivity is subsidizing all the social ballast and cretins? In

Atlas by Ayn Rand the bad guys were the industrialists, for refusing to go on strike, for continuing to supports the evil system.

Today these folks are handing over most of their output to creatures who can best be called Communists. . .this is called Sanction

of the Victim. A major waw in this argument. The old American companies have been "bought" [actually stolen] with the fake

money, so they are under control of the communists. They are the least likely to go on strike.
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March 1, 2022 and still not ONE perp who cause and perpetuated all of these crimes against humanity have been held to ANY account.

"Proof" yeah right like that word means anything anymore.
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Answered you yesterday: old, antiquated systems have been broken for a while now, including the legal systems. Little likelihood

any court in developed countries can hear anywhere near a trial is slim. Listen to the Maria Zee's most recent interview with Dr.

Reiner Fuellmich, explaining why they had to do a Grand Jury of the People.
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Well folks, you can hit the panic button or take action. Im prepared for the worst. I have what's left of my grandparent's property. I believe

in Devine intervention because it is a blessing to own 3 acres that has a well and a pond and is capable of growing food! I just happen to

own a 1954 Farmall tractor that runs. Everyone needs a "plab B". I "plan" to go it alone, but Im sure I'll be taking in some desperate people.

I have to. Otherwise, Im not worthy of ownership. It could get very bad. There are still elderly Jews living in squalor that were abandoned

after the holocaust. History repeats itself. Don't get caught up in something you can't control. Take action by planning for the things you

can control.
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I have 20 acres of land that I call my "off the grid retreat". I could clear off a section to grow food, but it is all woods/timber. It does

have one major feature. It has a spring. That spring is on top of a hill, believe it or not. It's probably a 100 foot drop from the spring

to the home. I use gravity and a 1" diameter pipe to supply water to the house. I actually have decent water pressure due to gravity!

I'm a long way from having a real dooms day house. There's no way I can get it ready in time for this world-wide reset.

It is 200 miles from where I actually live. I need a solid 2 months to get it livable. I thought I was going to get that opportunity in

2020 when the lockdowns were happening. Unfortunately, I was labeled an "essential worker". It needs insulation and a wood

burning stove. The reason for the 20 acres of timber is to provide FIRE for when all gas and electricity is gone! Hopefully we will

still be able to buy propane. I plan to refrigerate with a propane powered refrigerator and freezer.
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Greek Orthodox or not a lot of folks will agree with St. Paisios of Athos's recommendation. Live simply and grow food to feed

yourself and your family. Gold and silver will be useless as you wait out the three to three and a half years of being shut out. Soft

totalitarianism is what he describes. Gates Rts the bill (pun intended) of antichrist. He deceived the peoples and all the nations are

being delivered into his hand. But it won't last long. If St. Paisios is right.
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"jim", if you are heating your cabin with propane, (and/or perhaps wood), and your electrical needs are minimal due to high electric

appliance ezciency, then research: scienceimproved.com/how-to-generate-electricity-thermoelectric-generat..
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Grulla, I'll be heating and cooking mostly with Rrewood from the 20 acres. I need to Rnd a quality wood burning stove. I've searched

a lot and just can't Rnd what I'm looking for. I guess it's time to break out the welder and cutting torch and make my own! Propane

will get used for refrigeration. That's assuming we will be able to buy propane. If you have to have a digital wallet/pass to purchase

anything I will be SOL. I'll need gasoline to run the chainsaws. At age 57, I don't see myself cutting Rrewood with a chopping axe or

a handsaw. It's going to be dizcult. But, I have water!! As long as you have water you can make it. The property also has a well. I

have not tested it.

I'm scared to even attempt to get it operational. There's one thing I have no knowledge about and that is wells. I have limited

amounts of ammo. I know no one wants to hear it, but it's the only way I know to put meat on the table. I'm not good at raising farm

animals and eating them. I tried it with chickens and rabbits. The rabbits are by far the easiest to maintain and they produce a LOT

of meat! When it comes to harvest (slaughter) time, I'm a little hesitant. It's just easier for me to shoot a feral hog. One 150 pound

hog will provide me with months of food and I can SMOKE /cure the meat in my smoker! I already have more than 5 gallons of

LARD saved.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good grief. Read the Book. Please. And all of it. Many things need to be fulRlled before Revelation 13, they could happen quickly, or

there could be pauses as the pieces & framework, the technology, are set in place. We don't know: but if Bill's the beast, he's gonna

have to ascend from the bottomless pit & get some real transhumanist add-on's, lead armies, face off w/ the two supernatural

witnesses of Rev 11 (no sign of them yet) & kill them, die himself, be faux resurrected, & a dozen other things distinguishing that

man of sin & beast by the word of God. A word of advice is only good so far as it lines up, & you can't chew up the meat & spit out

the bones if you're still swilling milk....following men & tradition.

God's grace is suzcient to all & in every circumstance, even to the suffering we expect to endure as followers of Christ according

to the scriptures in a world that hates that Christ who is God: the way, the truth & the life, Almighty God, the everlasting father, holy,

holy, holy...the Godhead one & yet three as man created in his image with body soul & spirit. Constantly seeking to crucify& erase

him & all evidence to his existence, & to set up idols in his place (even calling them christ! or jesus, yahoshawhatever abracadabra

magical words, or messiah ).  Jesus said it would be so,& subtle.

They crafted it well, & many were not ready or prepared, misreading both the times & the scriptures, many turned to subtle

counterfeits & corruptions of the word of God all built on the same corrupt foundation: but despair & hopelessness is

faithlessness, & uncalled for. There is still the incomparable Book, our authority, our roadmap. There is still grace suzcient to the

need, & it's better to face chastisement & consequence as his child, or at the least before death when the hope of coming to one's

senses to repentant faith ends, than to be found a spiritual *** or lost. Hebrews 12; 2 Cor 12, the rest of Corinthians. Our hope isn't

here. 1 Cor 15
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM
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Arlen1 JamNjim and others who have land, you are all very fortunate.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Momac, it's all in planning. I thought this was going to happen 20+ years ago. I actually lived in that house from 1997 to 2002. For

6 months of the year I could live without utilities. Winters would get too cold and summers would get too hot to do without some

electrical and gas intervention (A/C and Heat respectfully).
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jam, Hopefully I can trade food for Rrewood. I'll get some goats and rabbits for milk and protein and grow the veggies. I have some

very old "house place" trees that are probably over 150 years old. I won't be cutting them down, but I am considering cutting the

limbs back. These trees have such a huge spread that I can cut the limbs back just half way and probably have 3 years worth of

Rrewood. Im scared to do it because it could kill the trees.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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"response to any future pandemics, in particular by ensuring universal and equitable access to medical solutions, such as vaccines,

medicines, and diagnostics" "the ‘One Health’ approach, connecting the health of humans, animals, and our planet" They really love their

word games, don't they! I can see a con coming a mile away. It's not very reassuring that the majority of the population are totally

oblivious! This takeover of humanity didn't just begin with the covid psyops. They have been incrementally rolling it out for decades; like

the proverbial frog in the pot of boiling water! How are we ever going to get ourselves out of this mess, when every prominent Rgure and

their brother have all been paid off/captured? We are surrounded by devils - where are the angels?
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The good guys are persecuted by the globalist elite of the Pharmaceutical MaRa and their government allies. An Assembly (AB) bill

introduced in the California State Legislature seeks to penalize doctors who promote "misinformation" about the Wuhan

coronavirus. The proposal also urges the state medical board to go after such doctors and expedite complaints Rled against them.

Dr. Meryl Nass, an expert in vaccine injury and epidemiology, a member of CHD's scientiRc advisory committee, denounced the

proposal as "an attempt to legislate ... 2 what is true and what is misinformation," and medical providers have to "follow of the

letter that deRnition". She compared the intent of AB 2098 to that of the Ministry of Truth in George Orwell's novel "1984," adding

that it seeks to "enforce a single truth." www.globalresearch.ca/california-bill-would-punish-doctors-who-promote..  ( 02/24/2022)
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Gui; the evil plans are accelerating...as I say - incrementally. I see it all unfolding and I believe that within the next couple of years;

they will have humanity right where they want them. Most people will never see it coming. They are already totally brainwashed

and conditioned to accept whatever comes; even to the extent of believing that it's in the best interest of "humanity"! People really

need to listen to what Patrick Wood is saying in Day 6. He lays it all out; piece by piece - the globalist's evil plans for the future of

humanity; in which, there will be no more humanity! It's all within the Rrst hour. -

rumble.com/vvz0za-grand-jury-day-6-eugenics-and-outlook.html
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Randy, you are in BC, right? Here's the latest from one of Canada's vaccine technology companies, as outlined early on by David

Martin in several of his talks: Rnance.yahoo.com/news/1-arbutus-Rles-patent-infringement-113246378.h..
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Thanks, Rreal. - "Randy, you are in BC, right?". Actually; it's left, if you're looking at it from the south! ;) - I had a glance at the article.

Yes; Arbutus is one of the players and this is an ongoing battle to see who gets the bigger piece of the covid pie! Good thing there

is no greed involved in this...
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM
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Randyfast - the angels have wed, we are on our tod as the saying goes.
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IzzyKitty
Joined On 4/9/2020 10:54:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randyfast - you are so right! People that run company I work for they believe every d$%# word the US government feeds them.

They are oblivious! Unfortunately it appears most of the employees are the same, noticed today reading a thread on "yammer"

corporate HR gal made the statement "the only way out of the current Covid situation is get vaccinated." I expected at least one of

the replies to be in opposition. But no, not one. In fact total opposite, phrases such as "I can't wait to get my booster" or "I've had

two shots and I'm ready for second booster".....wth????? I work for a company that is world wide and not one opposing

comment...I feel we're defeated at this point. Others feel there's hope I don't see it. Where I live is same way. Hard to believe there

are still people who believe this b.*** is real.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Izzy; "the only way out of the current Covid situation is get vaccinated." They all read from the same script. All the talking heads

repeat it and I'm sure that the ones living the covid delusion also repeat it. How about this..."The only way to destroy your life, as

you know it - is to get the nanobot shot"!
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DesertRat81
Joined On 9/27/2021 5:45:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone on here who thinks that peaceful demonstrations will work anymore is smoking some really good stuff. As seen in Canada,

Australia, New Zealand, Austria, and coming soon to France, UK, and Italy, the enemies of humanity have taken their gloves off and shown

you that you will be destroyed or killed if you resist. They have already brought out the guns in Canada and they are taking over the

money. The war is on and it's not Ukraine. It's time for everyone who loves freedom to get out the secret cache and pray that they have

enough ammo and their aim is true. If the Founding Fathers had used "peaceful demonstrations" we would still be singing "God save the

Queen".
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More & more totalarians are showing up around the world frequently with more mandated vaccines are attempted to be sneaked

in. Watch the international despots trying to slip stuff in like K Schwab for example.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is the best form of magnesium to take? Is there a good multi mineral combo available? I use to take a brand called Mezo Trace but

don’t see it on the shelves anymore. I took the Vit D test from Grassroots.org and it came back low; 34. I know I need mag to help uptake

my D. Thanks so much!!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very true if you take vitamin D3, it is also important to include additional amounts of vitamin K2 and magnesium to avoid

complications related to excessive calciRcation. Low magnesium levels are a powerful indicator of heart disease, Dr. Mercola

reports, and recent research shows that even subclinical magnesium deRciency may compromise cardiovascular health Likewise,

low levels of magnesium could hinder cellular metabolic function and impair mitochondrial function. Similarly, it is a necessary

component to activate vitamin D The main reasons to increase magnesium levels include: optimizing and regulating vitamin D

levels, preventing migraines and depression, improving brain plasticity, and protecting heart health It is also essential in preventing

kidney and liver damage, bacterial and fungal infections, sexual impotence, multiple sclerosis, Alzheimer's disease, PMS,

osteoporosis, muscle cramps, type 2 diabetes, and all-cause mortality.

For oral supplements, Dr. Mercola's preference is magnesium threonate, as it appears to be the most effective option for crossing

cell membranes, including mitochondria and the blood-brain barrier. Another effective way to increase magnesium levels is to take

Epsom salt (magnesium sulfate) baths, as magnesium is effectively absorbed through the skin.

Dark green leafy vegetables stand out, so juicing vegetables is a great way to increase your intake. Magnesium citrate is known for

its laxative effect, which is why it is recommended in this case. Magnesium glycinate is a chelated form of magnesium, which

tends to provide the highest levels of absorption and bioavailability, and is generally considered ideal for those trying to correct

deRciency. Magnesium Taurate contains a combination of magnesium and taurine, an amino acid. Together they tend to provide a

calming effect on the body and mind.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you so much GUI! We’re so blessed to have access to your knowledge! Blessings to you and yours : )
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui is transdermal magnesium good to use?
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It can be compared to the magnesium salt baths recommended by Dr. Mercola. In Transdermal Magnesium Therapy, magnesium

prevents blood vessels from constricting, improves oxygen-carrying capacity, and increases mitochondrial function. Also, red

blood cells become healthier and cell membranes more permeable. Thus, the removal of waste products from the cell is

increased. Therefore, Transdermal Magnesium Therapy is recommended in a detoxiRcation treatment or in osteoarthritis.

www.ancient-minerals.com/transdermal-magnesium  www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC5579607  Dr. Norman Shealy conducted a

study on the transdermal absorption of magnesium chloride, and Dr. R.

H. Waring conducted a similar study on magnesium sulfate. Both doctors proved, through their experimental results, that the

transdermal application of magnesium salts is a safe and uncomplicated method of raising the level of magnesium in the body.

REPORT ON ABSORPTION OF MAGNESIUM SULFATE (EPSOM SALTS) ACROSS THE SKIN

www.epsomsaltcouncil.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/report_on_absorpti..  This preliminary analysis suggests that condition

A may attenuate muscle force loss after eccentric exercise, leading to faster recovery.

An accelerated recovery phase can potentially aid training intensity and duration as well as overall performance.

cdr.lib.unc.edu/.../8910jz81r  This pilot study suggests that transdermal magnesium chloride applied on upper and lower limbs

may be beneRcial to patients with Rbromyalgia. www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S2095496415601959
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Katndognco and Talluluh, I use transdermal mg lotion from Ancient Minerals (only a few have pure sourcing), the reason is it needs

to be extremely clean, pristine, as going through skin to the bloodstream bypasses the liver (which would normally remove most

impurities or toxic residue). Oral mg is just that, the liver decides what to allow through to the bloodstream, so you'll need to take in

a larger amount to have a similar effect. However, mg chloride alone, in suspension like a spray (not epsom salts which is mg

sulfate), tend to be sticky on skin.

Itching drives me nuts, so I found the same minerals in shea butter lotion, which alleviates most skin issues. Have been alternating

mg chloride lotion with mg sulfate, epsom salt soaks (with extra baking soda), as each has different beneRts. Soaking in straight

baking soda effects the skin pH. All depends on what you want to achieve. Mg threonate is effective in reaching the brain; however,

pills may be too strong for some to start with. Needed to split pills in half for one of my sister's neighbors, she could not start off

full dose, no way, no how.

Everyone is different, need to play around, experiment 'til you Rnd methods you Rnd comfortable and will use. If soaking in epsom

salts, stay in no longer than 20 minutes or thereabouts. Otherwise, mg can induce "the runs" - my sister got such relief, forgot my

warning and stayed in for an hour. Not funny for her. Whatever the case, found taking medium dose D3 without some mg is a big

mistake for me, as I wake up with leg cramps in the middle of the night. We all have different tolerance levels.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM
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Thanks again GUI and rrealrose!! I have and use both ancient minerals mag oil and lotion, and also Epsom salts. I mix baking soda,

epsom salt and Himalayan pink salt in my tub, scrub down with a loofah then relax and allow my open pores to absorb all the

minerals… awe… : )
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My vit-D was 85 when I had it checked a little over a week ago. That gives me a 4-year running average of 88 (dropped 1 point). I

don't get any sunlight because I'm allergic to sunscreen. I don't take Vit-D supplements because I'm allergic to all fat-soluble

supplements. I can't even take Krill Oil. I get all of it via diet. Salmon is #1 for dietary vit-D. The issue most people have when

taking vit-D is absorption. Vit-D does not absorb through the intestines by itself. It's absorbed when fatty acids are present. When

you eat fat, your liver/gallbladder excretes bile acids. The bile acids break down fats into fatty acids. The Vit-D that's in that fat is

absorbed with the fatty acids.

Therefore, taking vit-D with fat still doesn't guarantee 100% absorption due to timing. The fats need breaking down with the vit-D.

The Liquid-caps of Vit-D would probably work better for this than the hard pills. Dr. Mercola used to recommend taking fat-soluble

vitamins like Vit-D and E with a tablespoon of coconut oil. It's easier to just eat Salmon. Salmon is already loaded with omega-3

fatty acids DHA and EPA. So, if anyone is gallbladder compromised and can't properly digest fats as a result, they should be able to

tolerate salmon and still absorb the fatty acids and the vit-D.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you jamNjim!! I have various D sup’s with k2 and several mag’s; theonate, malate and citrate, but I’d rather eat Salmon and

say goodbye to supplements. Thanks again : )
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StarPowerVitD
Joined On 4/19/2021 7:44:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tomorrow night, when Biden declares victory over COVID in the State of the Union address, even the dimmest-of-witted will realize that

covid was mostly a POLITICAL farce.
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nikkicavingrace
Joined On 9/17/2010 6:08:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Probably not. People will defend their mistakes to the death.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People are addicted to the fake news reality world they are tuned in to. The CDC just lifted the indoor mask wearing

recommendation. My employer follows the CDC's advice to the letter so they also lifted their indoor mask requirements.

Unfortunately, I'm the only person not wearing a mask! When you ask anyone why they claim they wear the mask just to show

respect for others. I'm like B***S***. Just get over it. If this whole mask wearing thing was really about respecting others then

shouldn't we have always been wearing mask? The only reason the CDC dropped the mask is politics. We get a SHORT sigh of

relief before the next plandemic starts.
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Governments the world over, closing down the whole planet because of a bug no worse than wu, is also disrupting supply chains , causing

obstructions and generally destroying that on which we all rely; therefore according to that logic we should seize hold of the bank

accounts of all government ozcials the world over. According to Trudeaus' logic, causing such disruptions is reason enough to stop

some ones access to their money. Governments have caused so much more damage and disruption than have the truckers, who are after

all simply asking governments to behave sanely and intelligently, something these governmental types do not appear capable of,

enthralled as they are, and also maybe coerced or blackmailed into complying with the Eugenicist Agenda that appears to be in progress.

Thank goodness there are many who are aware of this totally insane agenda and are making sure it disintegrates rapidly. Thank you to all

who do so! Planet Earth does not need destruction, there has been enough of that from allowing madmen to lead us into their wars etc.

The Planet needs co-operation, compassion and a desire for peaceful creativity. Then we will have time to look into the kind of childhood

traumas and pains that cause mental aberrations such as psychopathy, sociopathy and all the other mental disorders that seem to make

people to want to hurt others, control everything and generally make life miserable for everyone!!!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

well said Soozie
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the effect of environment on development turns out to be a big fat zero. identical twins raised in totally different environments still

turn our the same- nearly identical. I picked that up from  the Blank Slate book [Pinker, 2000]. Heredity wins! I am amazed that

anyone buys into the (((environmental malarkey))).
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RichJedi
Joined On 8/17/2006 1:23:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All part of the New world order system that people like Alex Jones, Dr Stanley Monteith, David Ike and numerous others have been

warning about for decades. Phil Snyder and Bill Cooper were two of the earliest ones to begin warning about the New world order back in

the mid-90s and both were killed for their actions.  With all of the increasing measures that started with this covid lie which people called

from the beginning especially David Ike and John Rappaport, tens of thousands of people were shocked to learn that "crazy Alex Jones"

was actually right all along about governments using stage terror and fake incident's to increase their power.

Such people simply never looked into anything he said because there were numerous people who made quotes such as never let a good

crisis go to waste and use it to get what you want done in government. That was simply code for increase our powers and authority and

control over the people. This whole control over the banking and spending is just part of the system that the Bible warned about 2,000

years ago that would occur at the end times, which would be a time of unprecedented knowledge explosion and things the Bible can only

describe as mass transportation and signiRcant technological advancements and the time when Bible prophecy would Rnally be

understood which began to occur in the 1930s.

There's no question that these are the end times the Bible spoke of leading up to the return of Christ.  The only thing that slowed them

down this far has been the United States and the fact that the US was a global model for freedom around the world and especially the

second Amendment because they knew they couldn't move against America with over 300 million guns in possession of the average

person.

This is also why admiral Yamamoto told the Japanese to never try a land invasion of the US and he described it as absolutely insane

because everybody is armed making the US population the largest army on the planet as the founders intende
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Eyes to see and ears to hear". Too many people are deaf and blind! "The love of money is the root of all evil"; "No one will be able

to buy or sell, unless they have the "mark"". I don't see any vagueness or ambiguity there.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"America with over 300 million guns in possession of the average person." really overkill, really really really really I look down at the

woor and see "How to lie with statistics" [book] [true]
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RichJedi
Joined On 8/17/2006 1:23:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gaw9735; Are you saying that I'M WRONG and my numbers are wildly exaggerated or that the ozcial stats are wrong or both? If it's

both then you're actually correct as my numbers were quite old. A quick search shows that the minimum number of guns that is

now registered because people have been buying them in record numbers for several years in a row now at least especially since

Obama, is 393 million guns with the trade associations ozcial numbers being 434 million guns. Those are the number that are

registered but some estimates by the ATF going as high as $600 million guns in the US.

 www.guns.com/news/2020/11/17/data-us-has-434-million-guns-20m-ars-150m..
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We have to say NO. We can't reform a rotten system, we have to start to move outside that system, to make it irrelevant. I've subscribed to

the mailing list and am considering joining, the UCT, an internationally and English government recognised Sovereign Trust, which has it's

own currencies. Part of this appears to be setting up your own Sovereign Trust inside the UCT to remove your stuff from the rotten

system.
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Joe_Below
Joined On 3/17/2020 11:04:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

1776 worldwide is the only cure.
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seedsaver37
Joined On 4/28/2020 2:58:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Isn't there enough war in the world already? It is not the answer.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is wisdom in peaceful protest. However, patience wears thin. At some point, people may be pressed to violence. The dilema

of that is it may play into the hands of globalists and give them an excuse to declare martial law and worse.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Once again, who would you shoot? Unless you can take a personal plane to Davos at the right time of year your idea is impractical.
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ElizabethHope
Joined On 8/12/2016 8:50:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What can we do? Let’s brainstorm creative ways to thwart their plans. I know as a Christian, we have God and truth on our side. As Martin

Luther King, Jr. once said, “the arc of the moral universe is long, but it bends toward justice.”
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ElizabethHope
Joined On 8/12/2016 8:50:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please post an article about the CAUSE of skyrocketing real estate prices: Corporations buying up single-family homes and becoming

corporate landlords. Main Street Renewal is one such company. Please research it. Where I live, homes have increased by $100,000 in

just 2 years! If you look on Zillow.com, some areas have more rental properties than for-sale homes on the market. Please write an

investigative piece on how Wall Street is trying to turn the US into a nation of renters, thereby robbing people of the chance to build equity

and generational wealth. Advise your readers to NOT sell their house UNTIL they buy a new one Rrst. Explain how they can use a bridge

loan to cover the cost since this is deRnitely a sellers market. This type of news article will quickly grab the attention of atypical Mercola

readers. It will be an excellent way for us to reach our apathetic family members and friends who otherwise don't care about vaccine

mandates.
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wwalkerware
Joined On 11/13/2009 2:05:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Three states in the USA, Virginia, North Carolina and Maryland are currently drinking repurposed sewage!! yum! Get ready, rest of the

world, you are probably drinking some too, you just don't know it yet. yum, yum, yum.  This cannot be stopped. They are treating

(cleaning) the sewage waste and pumping it into the underground aquifers, so digging your own well is no good. drinking from a reservoir

is no good as you then get chlorine and wuoride.  good luck everyone.
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Ronmus
Joined On 7/20/2020 7:26:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Perhaps this is the time as mentioned in Revelation...the mark of the beast , with the seven years of tribulation.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It sure looks like it. Hopefully, the Rrst 2 years are past.
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Sunlemming
Joined On 5/20/2021 10:53:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It could be our future if people gave into fear but intercession and faith has altered this timeline. We can deRnitely change our

future by believing and trusting that God will intervene on our behalf, expose the darkness and clean up our planetary systems with

His justice and mercy. Faith is required.
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nikkicavingrace
Joined On 9/17/2010 6:08:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People are going have to Rgure out how to have numerous accounts for their money, apparently also keep cash and prepare for a

Leviathan government. Protestors will be punished.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's going to be interesting how we navigate through this currency chaos. I work in the big chity, but I live way out away from the

noise (very long commute). No one in my area uses credit cards, digital currency, or a cellphone to pay for goods. Cash is king! Yet,

when I go to the big city I see all the cash registers with their digital interfaces. I use a debit card at these registers, but out in the

country (where I live), half the time these digital interfaces don't work because the internet connection is too slow. The city slickers

from out of town never consider this and they can't even buy gasoline because they have no cash. This is a major roadblock for all

of the Black Rocks of the world. They can't shut anyone down that isn't digitally connected. That's where Elon Musk comes in. His

network of internet satellites will ensure everyone is connected. This will allow them to kill all hard currency. That day happens as

soon as Elon Musk Rnishes deploying his 30,000+ satellites.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Half the time there's no cellphone reception where I live. This time of the year there's more cloud cover and fewer leaves on the

trees. It bumps the signal strength by 2 bars. By mid-April, I'll be a no show due to no signal.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The founding fathers of the U.S. had the forsite to draw up the Constitution and bill of rights and included the 2nd amendment because

they all knew that we would have to Rght for our freedoms again someday if the government became corrupt and tyrannical. That day is

has been coming since 1871, and is now here, There is NO end to the satan worshipers agenda until the PEOPLE END IT by what ever

means necessary. It's coming to a head damn soon and I hop you all are prepared for the worse. May God be with us all.
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nikkicavingrace
Joined On 9/17/2010 6:08:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Crown was trying to make them turn in their weapons, they had an example right in front of them of what happens without

weapons.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah, & the weapons need to be commensurate with those of the powers coming against them. You don't take a sword to a

gunRght, or a gun against DEW or nukes, or cunning bioweapons & psych-sorcery warfare with their webs of lies. Step into the lie,

their web, at any point, & they gotcha.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@big47846, Indeed. The 2nd Amendment asserts the RIGHT to keep and bear arms--any type and quantity of Rrearms and other

weapons. A right is a moral principle deRning and sanctioning a man’s freedom of action in a social context. It is a moral because it

is capable of being chosen. It is legitimate because the sources of the right are the exclusively human faculties of reason and

volition--both of which faculties essentially deRne human nature. Its exercise is necessary for a human being's liberty, survival, and

well being; therefore, it requires no one's permission to exercise it. This means that one has the right to keep and bear weapons

without any permission (license) from or registration with the government; and that all laws that command one to seek permission

from and to register ones weapons with the government are immoral and unjust laws. That which is immoral, unjust, does not

obligate one to comply with it.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It IS entering its Rnal stage, and that's exactly what these acts of desperation have done: expose the true agenda behind the smoke and

mirrors. Health and life insurance claims are skyrocketing, which have knocked Humpty Dumpty off the wall:

blog.nomorefakenews.com/2022/02/24/shocker-pandemic-end-game-humpty-du..  And the crime engine of the world is blowing:

blog.nomorefakenews.com/2022/02/25/the-crime-engine-of-the-world-is-th..  What will Trudeau do when health claims wreck the

Canadian economy, as is quite inevitable, unless (guess)?
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Aguila4
Joined On 5/5/2021 5:56:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The House of Commons in Canada agreed to pass Trudeau's Emergencies Act but he revoked it shortly afterwards because the Senate

would probably have been against. However, this has made no difference to the situation. Trudeau is acting as if the Emergencies Act

was still in force, in other words, laws in Canada don't count, apart from any made up by Trudeau himself of course. (We'll actually, don't

tell anyone, but now Canada's a colony, they're made up by the WEF.)
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trudeau is one weasely little tyrant who wunked Gradualism 101. It will be very interesting to observe what happens when their

entire economy crashes due to health claims from so many of the triple-jabbed.
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Rovatec
Joined On 6/11/2020 7:06:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree Pipblanc it is all engineered. This "war" with Russia and Ukraine was planned by the world leaders as a distraction to spend more

money, create more debt and take down the world currencies. BTW inwation is a tax on your hard earned money as loss of purchasing

power. However if you own real assets like real estate, it inwates the value. Get your money out of Rat $$$$ into real assets otherwise

your wealth will be stolen. Wealth never disappears it only changes location.  Gold and silver are good to preserve your purchasing power.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WRONG....Putin went into the Ukraine to destroy 12 bio-weapons labs that were manufacturing doomsday bio-weapons that were

owned and operated by the satin worshiping nwo scumbags that are responsible for the scamdemic phony "great reset". He told

them to stop their research and manufacturing of doomsday bio-weapons several times over the last two years and they told him

to eff off. Rumor has it that a whistle blower from one of those labs defected to Russia with proof that "they" were manufacturing

something that would wipe out every living thing on the planet so he went in there to destroy all of the labs. It will all come out in

the end.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rovatec, you maybe broke in a few months, but you will be the richest person in the world if you own land capable of providing

food. For years Ive held on to my grandparents property for sentimental reasons, and even considered selling it. It has been a

burden for 20 years! Now it may just have become my blessing!
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sharing this video and the information contained therein -  make your own decision as to its worthiness and validity. Michelle

Fielding Discusses Ukraine, Putin & The People's Alliance with Nicholas Veniamin: www.bitchute.com/.../EN3nZwa2Gj8E
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TreeIsKey
Joined On 3/12/2021 1:29:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are Rghting the same enemy that Russia is Rghting. Australia is funding lethal weapons to Ukraine to kill Russians. Do i sense nerves,

fear, panic in Australian Anglo-Saxon elites who have been terrorizing THEIR own people with Kovid-15 mandates? And

global-elite-backed Trudeau invoking dictatorial powers through the emergency act? Is this why UK-USA-controlled European big wigs are

going gungho against Russia, and sucking most countries around the globe with them -- knowing that once Russia becomes victorious in

her battles for justice, justice will spread around the globe faster than even Kovid-15 did? Ukraiinian England-USA-backed fascist bad

apples try making this THEIR war.

But more is at stake here than Ukraine -- RATs (run-amuck technologies) pushed by Anglo-Saxons on the whole world -- transhumanism,

transgenderism, GMO organisms, GMO humans, AI, robots, Skum-RAT's Starlink's 40,000+ satellites polluting Sky with dubious alterior

agenda, lab-grown fake meat of Gates of Hell, continous plannedemics-genocides by England-USA labs, Kovid mandates, etc. who are

planning a cold inhuman world of machines devoid of heart and Soul, and bioweaponizing genetics for eugenics. The good and brave

people of Europe, the Anglo-Saxon 5 Eye Echelon nations, and whole world need to forge an alliance with Russia so that Russia's

persecutors-enemies who are also our persecutors-enemies, will bep rosecuted for the Evil they brought into this World.

No amount of lethal weapons you -- the Anglo-Saxon freemason fascist faraohs -- send to Ukraine, no sanctions you place on Russia, no

censorship of Russia Today telecast (wwitv.com/.../b1527.htm ) you now do will save you from what is coming to you. Lookout, karma is

upon you! At this point if i were you i would be very scared. Nuremberg 2022: USA England Canada Australia New Zealand South Africa

Europe. "The World will praise Volga." -- Vanga (Nostradamus prophetess of the Balkans). Good People of Earth Unite!
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am English and Scottish, please read my comment above. It is not just who you are talking about, it is the Bilderberg group which

is essentially....look it up. Please do not attack the English people like this, we have no power, it is devolved.
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agree with pipblanc. It’s not the Anglo Saxon you need to be concerned with.
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think that you will Rnd that it was/is actually Normans, colluding with and interbreeding with Zionists, with most/all of the fake

Anglo-Saxon aristocracy these scum; the Angles and Saxons were also invaders, but far less worse. Have never wondered why

circumcision was and is popular with these impostors including the 'royal' family?! Did you know that Diana Spencer was only

married to a 'royal' because it was a reward for her Norman aristocratic family for doing the 'royal' family a favour centuries ago, by

keeping a rogue prince hidden.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

lol....and Putin isn't white & doesn't pose as the trad cat, Orthodox Catholic, defender & head empire tyrant. He's as Japhethite as

many, but their common ground is their Babylonian order, and the sons of Shem & of Ham are just as predisposed to turn from

whole truth & God to that as any other. It's universal. Catholic. Corporatist & tyrannical. No private property means you and your

property can be seized, used, or violated at will. Calling that lawless state of affairs where just anyone can do that, & a minority

tyranny comes in to impose order lawfully or unlawfully 'capitalism', ....and when it's called 'public' or 'common' while controlled &

ordered by an elite minority (same tyrannical state of affairs) or socialist:  is apples and apples, calling it apples and oranges.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The last time I checked in the USA, you have the right to defend yourself. I don't know where you are from, but declaring war

without provocation breaks ALL THE RULES/LAWS of NATO and the United Nations. The citizens of the Ukraine are defending

themselves. If Russians don't want to get shot they need to go back to RUSSIA! It's pretty simple stuff. They are trespassing! If I

was a Russian citizen, I would leave the country NOW. Putin has lost his mind. The second Putin uses a weapon of mass

destruction, Russia will be removed from the map. Hopefully, Putin isn't that stupid. Unfortunately, Putin just single handily turned

Russia into another N. Korea. Anyone in Russia reading this needs to get the hell out of Russia before you become a prisoner of a

propaganda military state like N. Korea.
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adegrange1comcast.net
Joined On 3/1/2022 9:40:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At the end of most of your articles, you say we can do something about some of the issues, but you don't mention the details as to how?
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imajwru
Joined On 1/20/2016 4:06:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please stop your scare mongering. Posts like these threads do nothing positive. They ONLY serve to inwame and scare people into not

taking care of themselves. If indeed these things are happening, which they are not, you would not be able to stop it anyway. Shame on

you Dr. Mercola for allowing your once wonderful website to turn into a political battleground. Stick to selling vitamins.
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nearly 40 Trucking Businesses Involved in Canada’s Freedom Convoy Protests Have Been Shut Down Article:  The Ontario Ministry of

Transportation (MTO) conRrmed that it shut down nearly 40 businesses during its crackdown on Freedom Convoy protesters opposing

COVID-19 mandates and restrictions. In an email to Global News on Feb. 23, Dakota Brasier, a spokesperson for Minister of

Transportation Caroline Mulroney, said the ministry had issued 12 seizure orders to Ontario-based large truck operators which suspended

them from being allowed to operate within Canada. The ministry also issued an order to seize all plates registered to them, Brasier said.

Outside of Ontario, the ministry also issued 27 seizure orders to out-of-province large truck operators, which stopped them from

operating any commercial motor vehicles in Ontario, Brasier said.

m.theepochtimes.com/nearly-40-trucking-businesses-involved-in-canadas-..
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yawn!!!!!......1950s we would do the "duck&cover'...., in class...when the air raid sirens blasted ...and they has air raid sirens all over each

city and town and wide spot in the road........and when they went off ya was to run off n 'duck n cover' under a solid wall or interior wall of

desk or heavy table...and that was supposed to keep ya safe from a nuclear bomb..LOL....kinda like 'Da Jab".......LOL... Russian US war?

probably just another made for TV war.....a bombing in detroit where most the city is wasted anyhow ..so that will get worthless Trudeau's

mouth drooling....

crying it was ment for Canada and he will go into action and pissin n moaning ...na d brain-dead-biden will wake up his double to go make

some lip-action.. Yawn......JUst MORE keeping thet Panic Button pressed.... Mantime...They have 5G progressing well........ready to

CleanKill Millions of US and Canadian citizens....the really don't want a radioactive messes to clean up aftre 5G kills millions..and it

will......why 5G is the Clean_kill weapon.... I man ..why risk Nuking everything and mess up re-opening places ???
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Because so many commenters plan to subsist on their rural properties, has anyone done soil tests to reveal essential minerals present?

How about tests of the well, spring, or other water source? How about heavy metals such as lead and arsenic? Many old orchards still

have lead and arsenic in their soils from long ago, as, for example, when lead arsenate was a popular pesticide. Many brands of balsamic

vinegar must warn, on their labels, about the presence of lead, still there in the vineyards growing the grapes. Lead is forever in soils

contaminated from when fuel had lead in it, and many old buildings had lead paint which tended to end up in surrounding soil.

That's just for starters. If buying supplements becomes more dizcult, can you get by? Some entrenched legislators have an agenda to

restrict supplements. In some countries, it's already dizcult, some are only by prescription. Just for fun, I sometimes like to search by

word questions, such as what does bill gates eat? Cheeseburgers and hamburgers was a popular result. Some very rich people have

surprising preferences. Warren Buffett is another example. Because they don't seem to care much about their own health, it's not

surprising they don't care about ours.
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Sunlemming
Joined On 5/20/2021 10:53:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We must be careful not to confuse the global community's Great Reset with the Cabal's Great Reset. There are 2 systems: one supporting

evil and the other supporting good. Don't resist the reset connected to NESARA - that's the good one. CBDCs are neutral. Who is

controlling the system is what is important.
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Be aware it is NOT legal to call any supplement as a method of treatment. That makes it a drug. If you are a doctor, be wary of your

advertising!
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Digital currency leads to Rnancial tyranny for wrong think
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Jim_Bo
Joined On 6/2/2014 8:27:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola for another brilliant expose of what is happening in the world! Lamestream media is worse than worthless in that

they are an accomplice to the dehumanization of people, many of whom are blissfully oblivious. Much appreciation of Top Posters for

your insightful reasoning.
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anna.c60hotmail.com
Joined On 3/27/2021 8:00:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As HAR1272 posted about getting their cash out & placing it in a safe.....commendable, but what happens when we can no longer use

cash? I don't know enough to risk my money in other means - bitcoin (& the like) gold/silver. Ican "ozcally" retire in 6 years & haven't

drawn down any pension, government or private, but again, what if the "powers" decide to take/control that?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All good points. I have invested in land, but if I can't pay my taxes the government will just take it away.
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IzzyKitty
Joined On 4/9/2020 10:54:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

anna.c60hoatmail.com - I am in same situation, was looking forward to getting out of the work force now it seems it's going to be a

very unpleasant retirement.
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IzzyKitty
Joined On 4/9/2020 10:54:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

har1272 - I'm doing the same thing, slowly removing cash from my bank accounts. I never thought I would feel the need to do this, times

have deRnitely changed.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

if the cash is in or out purchasing power is removed day by day. if we enter hyper inwation the fake money becomes worth-less

www.amazon.com/s?k=how+to+invest+in+gold+and+silver+book&crid=3I9L..  btw NEVER tell anyone- they may accidentally tell

someone else. use coins/rounds that state how much metal is in the coin [round] that eliminates junk silver [US coins up to and inc

1964]  BEWARE of the sales tax, Canada does not tax metals for USA customers in Calif you must buy $1500 of coins to escape

the tax collector kitco a Canada company that does NOT take your social security number always take delivery of precious metals

so you don't lose control  local coin dealers usually do NOT ask for ID.

see which online dealers have the best buy back prices. . .eschew any company demanding the SS number, that number is still the

main Rnancial tracking number study study at least hour/day until you are very conRdent you do NOT want the govt to know

anything. metals must be hidden, study that topic. . . read all you can by the late Harry Browne!
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justbev2
Joined On 4/25/2015 12:36:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Quite the eye opener regarding the Ukraine -  www.bitchute.com/video/IoJGj55XahoA/?list=notiRcations&randomize=..
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mikies
Joined On 7/18/2009 11:08:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So will the talking heads of TV and all the main stream media think they will be in the elite category for the continual need of propaganda

that we are all happy because we own nothing? Where will they be on the hierarchy?
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bul51293
Joined On 8/26/2013 10:32:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We all need to get these F*&ckers tie them down and shove sewage down their psychopathic throats. The reality that these nut jobs have

this much power and are calling the shots for humanity is outrageous - but all of our faults that these things have gotten to the point they

are now. No more of this sitting back doing nothing.... We need to share the truth with the sheeple who are braindead and hope enough

people will Rght these tyrannical dictators, and take them out.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How do you know they are braindead? Remember in 1952 Bertrand Russell called for mass poisoning [diet and INJECTION] in

order to make it psychologically impossible to challenge the powers that be. . .oh yeah that is designed to make folks braindead. . .
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's all laid out here - secularheretic.substack.com/.../is-biden-a-nazi
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eurosauryahoo.com
Joined On 2/28/2022 10:04:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just to clarify - in Canada, "Parliament" includes both the House of Commons and the Senate. The Emergencies Act was passed by the

House of Commons, but never got to the stage of a Senate vote.  So let's be more precise, please!!
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Kindnesspays
Joined On 11/9/2016 11:58:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HEY eurosauryahoo.com You must be a Canuck or just an informed American. The protest was completely without some violence

unless you call wanting to put a bullet into the head of Prime Minister Trudeau, or in one of the western provinces, wanting to kill

an RCMP ozcer, or the RCMP arresting a so-called peaceful protester, with a van Rlled with various weapons, or at the Ottawa

capital using the beloved war memorial using it as a bathroom, Canada welcomes many people from across the world, and most

don't love guns and we rely on those that are to protect us use weapons. I could go on, but our eyes should be turned to Ukraine. At

least our P.M. knows he is the leader of our country, and that isn't fake news.

Guess if one tells a lie then many will believe it.  And for the record considering one message, many Canadian provinces ban

numerous fertilizers, dangerous items to be used on lands, including gardens. We all need to do more, including many US States

that sell such products. It is a personal decision.  Who should you blame on this?  Follow the money. Money is the root of evil, gee,

Putin and his followers know this. Bet the word freedom isn't in their dictionary! Politics can be and is a dirty business but many

wealthy people are in their own dirty business.
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tdmartinson
Joined On 3/24/2011 7:14:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have never thought about digital currency, would this be using a credit card or withdrawing your retirement money from your checking

account after it is deposited? I don’t see any other way to get our pension, social security or investment money so what does all this

mean for all of us retired people who depend on these?
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@tdmartinson, you asked, "I have never thought about digital currency, would this be using a credit card or withdrawing your

retirement money from your checking account after it is deposited?" Answer: Yes. You asked, "I don’t see any other way to get our

pension, social security or investment money so what does all this mean for all of us retired people who depend on these?"

Answer: It means that for everyone, retired or not, government operators Understand that it would have complete control over

whatever monetary assets they are holding in digital form. It means that government operators could seize them, i.e.  levy them, in

whole or in part, at any time, for any "reason" whatsoever.  Understand that all banks, including credit unions, are government

entities. Government owns and controls them all, as it does the currency units (US dollars) that it issues and commands everyone,

via legal tender laws, to use and accept, via legal tenderr laws, as if they were actual money. They are not money. Educate yourself

about what money actually consists of. That information is widely available. And prepare yourself accordingly.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And, through the SMART Health Card passport-by-another-name semantics & shape-shifting, the Vaccine Credential Initiative, an arm of

internationalist corporatists & their power grab, crony cultivation, tyrannical game ...a vaccine passport system is being quietly rolled out

across the US in both so-called 'red' and 'blue' states, while the media plays non-stop Russia-Ukraine conwict. And, no doubt Russia gains

the Ukraine for her part in the show, the charade, the game....as a 'good' team member. The powers always need their mob & cartel arms,

their 'rogue' nations and leaders who don't mind playing the 'bad guy' part in the myth-makers' self-excusing, self-exalting drama.  So sick

of, & done with, it.
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kenweingardgmail.com
Joined On 10/23/2020 6:58:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Black Mirror's recent Nosedive episode predicted this dystopian tale--most likely inspired by Isaac Asimov's science Rction novel "The

Naked Sun" written in 1956.
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fra1531
Joined On 10/25/2016 8:39:07 AM
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I can't help but keep thinking of that infamous movie, "Soylent Green".
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Soylent Genes=Impossible Burgers
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM
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Yes, in a way, cannibalism is occurring daily as the rich eat everyone else, Rguratively, of course. The ultimate goal of capitalism is

for one individual to own or at least control everything.
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astragale
Joined On 9/18/2021 9:37:18 AM
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185 votes for and 151 against... Well, Klaus Schwab does claim to have half the Canadian cabinet in his pocket. He obviously has more

than half the government too. What lunacy we are witnessing from the WEF and its disciples. 'Terrorist Rnancing' and 'money laundering' -

in relation to citizens engaged in a peaceful protest. We have to Rnd a way to wrest power back from these demented lying billionaires.

Schwab talks BS about equity and diversity out of one side of his mouth and from the other boats that in just 3 months in 2021, his cabal

increased their wealth - thanks to the covid industry - by 27%. From around 10 trillion to 13 TRILLION. So while he spouts lies about

wanting prosperity-for-all he helped orchestrate the biggest transfer of wealth ever from the people of independent nations to a tiny

handful of his WEF club.
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lynne.ryan
Joined On 5/20/2013 1:07:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is a little more colour on the Canadian issue from a western Canadian. The reason why the emergencies act was voted yes, was

because Trudeau put it to a non conRdence vote, which meant that if it was a "no" vote, Trudeau would be ousted and an immediate

election would be triggered. with Russia tension increasing and the fact that Sock boy had called an recent election in the middle covid

for no reason already, the rest of cabinet had to make a very tough decision. All conservatives voted No and NDP "reluctantly voted Yes,

so it passed. Two days later sock boy revoked it himself due to backlash from the senate and the international community. So we are kind

of safe for now. Freeland is on the board of trustees for the WEF and Trudeau is Schwab's favourite.
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM
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If you're ducking for cover, you've already lost...
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PaulVonharnish
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None of these measures would be viable if the civilian public were actually paying attention to business. The Rnancial structures of

"Public-Private Partnerships" prevail around the non-ethical conditions of racketeering, extortion, (real) conspiracy, and organized

collusion between syndicated or franchised partnerships. These "partnerships" have been solidifying their stranglehold over interstate

commerce for over 150 years. There have been PLENTY of journalistic warnings, yet the civilian public continues to fund these

arrangements through their investment "margins"...

What to do? Erm? Try reading the legal Statutes designed to prosecute such criminal activities. > Read the United States Department of

Justice web page: DEPRIVATION OF RIGHTS UNDER COLOR OF LAW --- TITLE 18, U.S.C., SECTION 242

www.justice.gov/.../deprivation-rights-under-color-law  Also, complete deRnitions offered under this Statute: > 18 U.S. Code § 1951 -

Interference with commerce by threats or violence www.law.cornell.edu/.../1951  Laws are designed to be enforced by Civilian authority.

Wake up...
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If I label you and that label is known to be immoral or negative then the consequences that follow are based on that label. So how we

label determines the logic or consequences that follows. So we should be wary of those that label as they can mislabel for the purpose of

sounding fair minded and reasonable to use signiRcant powers that relate to a label. But prove that that label is not truly earned by

making historical comparisons or by engaging in thoughtful discourse an unreasonable or fearful authoritarian can be uncovered. Labels

are not proofs but they are effective at conveying a description to the audience no matter how wrongly earned. Perhaps seeing how

disruptive and uncontrollable the young are we should label them "Terrorists" and apply consequences accordingly so beware how you

label.
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Judged by what authority, robbie?
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RichardLavigne
Joined On 2/23/2022 3:51:23 PM
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Look who is standing at Justin Trudeau ,right, She is the vice minister of Canadian government, et grand daughter of the Nazi , criminel,

Michael Chomiak who escape in Alberta, Canada inn 1948 with protection, like many thousand Ukrainians , 300,000 , Galicia Waffen SS,

killing in poland, and many thousand of jews, In Quebec, nobody knows about the Donbass genocide in the eastern region of Ukrainian.

They were told nobody talking in Russian.Since Biden 2014 Maidan, more then 15,000 deads in the region and going on every day. Who is

paying the media and journalists ZELENSKY, THE PRESIDENT IS A CRIMINEL. And in Québec, 2 generations andd neo nzis, coming in

everry day.
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Amazing Polly is amazing as she has pulled many threads of the Canadian, Ukraine, WEF relationship.

 www.bitchute.com/.../VHud_qBZrhM
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Yet no doubt that Polly Parrot gets her crackers (and I'm not talkin' whip-crackers, or rednecks...though, you know....). Certain

cronies are cultivated for their treachery & ability to blend in with the targeted. They don't tend to live long after their masters

achieve their end goals & power, but they live & look good in the meantime, or til their cover's blown.
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Hugely helpful
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The writing is on the wall - we will have the credit score system very soon, in the next few years as central banks develop it and then start

forcing organisations to use it.  When you start receiving your income (salary, wages, investment, dividends, etc) through the system, it's

all over. You won't be able to get cash, buy crypto currencies or do anything that is not 'approved'!
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Let us rather NOT see such an outcome, (yes, I know that's what the idiots want to achieve) because WE don''t want such an

outcome, so rather visualise and ACT towards alternative scenarios you would prefer to see take place, because 'Where Attention

Goes, Energy Flows'. In other words direct your thoughts and energy towards futures you would prefer.
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Not going into that accursed System no matter what. Better dead than damned.
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And the book of Daniel from which that 'writing on the wall' statement comes gives those who believe guidance& hope, from both

the time& the conditions in the world then,coming back around now,& up to the time of the Gospels& Christ's incarnation as the

only begotten: both God& man, capable of both meeting the standard& able: eternal, Almighty God, able to take his life up again&

offer that redemption to any& all who would receive it; to the future time he also spoke of, referring us back to Daniel.  We live in a

parenthesis which is coming to a close, w/ the commandment to go& warn, teach the receptive among the nations that they might

be saved,& not deceived.

As men aren't omniscient, eternal& we do not know the hearts or Rnal end of any man: we're commanded to preach the Gospel of

the Lord Jesus Christ according to the scriptures to all: legitimately it can only be freely offered,& freely received to be salviRc.

Force is illegit in the matter& only impedes, hinders,& muddies the waters: whether it's overt brute force, or cunning& lying covert

force& craft w/ its subtle& seductive psych-manipulations, deceptions of superiority& legitimacy.  We wait, we watch, we pray

petitioning& in sync w/ the word:God's expressed will; also believing& trusting for grace w/ his covering hand& protection,or

suzcient to stand in persecutions,or in legitimate resistance to illegitimate authority& tyranny, protecting& defending: not for

empire & kingdom-building.

Praying for wisdom in conditions of tyranny. Much that is happening is laying groundwork for things plainly foretold. Many who

trumpet that fact are in fact,ironically, among the deceived who will receive the counterfeit christ& salvation coming, who

mishandle, misapply,& seek to use the word illegitimately as Balaam to gain,or even as Moses&Aaron, out of order, things fulRlled

in Christ. Kingdom builders w/o exchanged citizenship& w/o eternal hope seek to impose in faithlessness& desperation, serving

imagined gods.
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2) As a Christian,& w/ the preserved& quickening word, I see many things not yet in place for that Rnal culmination& showdown,

even as many things are lining up. Further, w/ Luke 21:36& context, 1 Thess 4-5, 2 Thess 2, Daniel & Revelation 1-19 KJB: I frankly

do not expect to be here for that fulRllment(at least not until the very end) ,tho there will be a religious entity here . Not expecting

better treatment than the persecuted so far have received, either,& thinking the same responsible entities are manipulating, looking

for excuse &cover to draw men to themselves to use to their ends, &/or to persecute& murder again. Ephesians6/Isaiah14/Ezekiel

28/ Daniel 2&9-12 KJB.

I see this as a trial of faith in God's word, meaning one's actual seeking& possession of it: real& in personal relationship w/ the Lord

to something nailed down, sure: the blessed hope transcending this temporal. To handling it w/skill as a workman approved,

needing not to be ashamed,& able to rightly divide it: the reason, bounds& guiding of all prayer. To the end of not being drawn in by

illegitimate authorities usurping the place of Christ, even doing so in the name, which is the deRnition of the spirit of antichrist.

Peter compared the scriptures to his experience w/ James& John at the transRguration of Christ, w/ the appearance of Moses&

Elijah (the Law& the prophets in type: the coming 2 witnesses of Rev 11 to the Jews& world of a later date), calling scripture a

'more sure' witness, the expressed will& testament of God, not coming of men's will.

2 Peter/Paul in Ephesians, Hebrews. Jesus said this world & heavens would pass away, but his words never. So, too, all the

apostles. Those scriptures foretold these events,& that men would ultimately reject what might have hindered or held them back,

that many would be deceived, that God would give many over to their delusions& desires. This is a trial. Also a most carefully

crafted counterfeit. Jesus said it would be subtle. Keep the faith.
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Merriam-Wbster deRnition of fascism: ..."a centralized autocratic government headed by a dictatorial leader, severe economic and social

regimentation, and forcible suppression of opposition". So Canada is now ruled by a fascist dictator. LET'S MAKE SURE THE USA IS NOT

NEXT!
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It seems to be a matter of degree, step by step, slowly....
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Cabochon, the “this” is the pandemic and the idea that those in power are taking away our rights in the name of protecting the public.

Such BS and only a blind fool could believe it.   The end goal was obvious from the beginning. The days are evil, but our God has the

ultimate power. May His enemies be scattered!
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And exactly what did "peaceful protest" accomplish for the Canadian truckers? There are times when the only way to protect rights and

freedom are to Rght and eliminate the oppressors. Before the war of intependence, I don't believe even the women called for "peaceful

protest". Did "peaceful protest" eliminate Hitler and the ***? Those globalist leftist criminals are worse and they have declared war.

They've already committed premeditated mass murder and crimes against humanity at a global level, so how does "peaceful protest" Rt

the situation?
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This is absolutely sickening to read. And the worst part is people will not believe us few who are “woke” to it. So it will all happen as the

95% of remain oblivious. We have screwed ourselves with technology and the govt is the parasite to exploit it. BRING BACK CASH, DITCH

ALL ELECTRONIC PAYMENT METHODS!!
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People may not be aware that the "Emergencies Act" was revoked in Canada after a few days and there was quite a bit of walk back on

the freezing of individuals Rnances. Nonetheless, an ugly precedent was set legitimizing more of the same when they want.  On CBC the

protest is referred to as "the so-called Freedom Convoy" and, in Ottawa at least, is routinely deemed "an occupation."  Keep up, my friends!

Courage!
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Minor factual correction: The Canadian Parliament did NOT approve the invocation of the Emergencies Act. The Canadian Parliament

consists of the House of Commons, the Senate and the Crown (represented by the Governor General). The House of Commons approved

the invocation of the Emergencies Act on February 21, 2022 by a 185-151 vote margin. However, Prime Minister Trudeau withdrew the bill

to approve this invocation before Senate held its vote on it (and the legislation was never signed by the Governor General). A likely reason

why Trudeau withdrew the bill before the Senate vote is because the government was concerned that it would be defeated.

The majority of Senators are independent (i.e. not azliated with any party) or are azliated with opposition parties and it was evident

from the debate in the chamber that many Senators were questioning the legitimacy of the grounds for invoking this Act, so it is entirely

conceivable that the government "counted noses" and decided to make a tactical withdrawal rather than risk the embarrassment of a

defeat.  Thus technically the invocation of the Emergencies Act was never approved by the Canadian Parliament. (And yes I am Canadian)
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This is just pure garbage. There was millions and millions of dollars coming from other countries (mostly US) funding this attempt to

overthrow our democratically elected government, keep the hell out of Canadian politics. White supremacists (and their f-ing guns) were

using the anti-maskers as cover and so was the extreme right wing opposition racist anti-immigrant party. Canadians in general have no

time for this racist crap. It was a PsyOp contrived to make it look like we have an oppressive government, we don't at all.

I have pretty much every supplement Mercola offers, half of my counter is occupied with them and I have learned so much from him but

this pushing of false info and conspiracy theories has gone over the top, I can't express how disappointed I am with this offensive foray

into Canadian politics. We have a wonderful Prime Minster, he is a caring, intelligent, balanced leader and is very popular among

Canadians. The foreign funded hate fringe is trying to disrupt our democracy and Mercola needs to just butt out!
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Seriously, you think it's OK to ride horses through a crowd of piecefull protesters and arrest them? You think it's OK to freeze

people's bank accounts just for contributing to the truckers go-fund-me account? You think it's OK to shut down your border to the

USA for a virus that's nothing more than a cold? You call that democracy? Trudeau is making Kim Jong-Un of N. Korea look like a

Sunday school teacher.
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Ruby, I think we've seen the reports from plenty of independent sources other than Doctor Mercola. Given the high number of

deaths and injuries from vaccines which have still not completed testing it is ludicrous and certainly verging on criminality to

mandate them. Have you not seen the US Vaers Rgures to date? - they are more or less consistent with increasing Rgures around

the world.  https://www.openvaers.com
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Nearly 40 Trucking Businesses Involved in Canada’s Freedom Convoy Protests Have Been Shut Down Article: The Ontario Ministry

of Transportation (MTO) conRrmed that it shut down nearly 40 businesses during its crackdown on Freedom Convoy protesters

opposing COVID-19 mandates and restrictions. In an email to Global News on Feb. 23, Dakota Brasier, a spokesperson for Minister

of Transportation Caroline Mulroney, said the ministry had issued 12 seizure orders to Ontario-based large truck operators which

suspended them from being allowed to operate within Canada. The ministry also issued an order to seize all plates registered to

them, Brasier said. Outside of Ontario, the ministry also issued 27 seizure orders to out-of-province large truck operators, which

stopped them from operating any commercial motor vehicles in Ontario, Brasier said.

m.theepochtimes.com/nearly-40-trucking-businesses-involved-in-canadas-..
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Dr Mercola, you are mistaken on a very important point. You said, "February 21, 2022, the Canadian Parliament approved Prime Minister

Justin Trudeau’s motion to invoke the Emergencies Act" but you referred to the party-line vote that took place in the House of Commons.

PARLIAMENT includes the Senate which did not vote on the matter because the Prime Minister revoked the declaration of emergency

before that chamber had a chance to vote it down. IF EITHER of the chambers voted against azrming the declaration, then, it would have

been continued. That is important because the Senate included members who would have voted against the declaration and who had

made very strong speeches that have been viewed across the country via the inter-webs. On the woor of the Senate it was discussed that

the Liberal minority government faced the prospect of its alliance with the smaller party, the New Democratic Party (NDP)
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"...we need to join forces and present a united front, resisting peacefully, like the Canadian truckers."  Dr. Mercola, Can you please explain

how peaceful protest can possibly work when the people opposing the protester's views in nearly all institutions of governance, control

and justice no longer suffer repercussions and consequences as a result of a peaceful "resistance"? Peaceful protest only works when

the tyrants could suffer undesired consequences for their actions. However, there can be no consequences when election processes and

"ink on paper" in general (Bill of Rights, Constitutions, laws that don't serve the tyrants, etc.) are widely ignored and usurped, and

unlimited Rat currency can buy anything and bribe anyone! As much as I admire the Canadian Trucker's actions, I believe that the basis of

my admiration is outdated from a time when such actions could possibly make a difference, instead of possibly being leveraged into a

false wag by the powerful establishment authoritarians and leveraged into an excuse for greater acts of tyranny.
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I read the female leader of the canadian trucker convoy died in prison. ???
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As much as I enjoy learning from many here and from all conversation(s) … I do not understand those who speak and disallow reply. Is

there a feeling of “know it all, so go away”? No one ever gets only agreement; but it is through the disagreement that we learn, or teach.

???
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Just speaking for myself, there is a very small window of time to participate. It hits very early in the morning. This site travels

across many time zones. Gui in particular is one of the Rrst, he lives in Spain, for years being as he has reached out to not only me

but others personally with additional information to Doc's articles. For those on the West Coast coming in later in his day, my day,

most of the those Rrst sounding off are very likely to be addressing needs late in their day, early for those in other time zones.

Soon, here there are projects to protect wood lots, farmlands, starting transplants for the garden and other and as many outdoor

activities as I can push myself to do.

So again, speaking just for myself, it's usually impossible to engage in hours of give & take I actually think is critical, necessary for

us all to see a way clear. There are very thoughtful people here & most are doing all they can to pitch in when and where they can. It

is the friction where we learn why we may be failing, how to knock off the rough edges. Most important, how to see through the

distortions, misdirection, misinformation, outright lies of the Predator. At the same time many are focused on keeping a balance

between being engaged here & the actually making positive things happen at home.
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Yes, the articles are only up for 48 hours, after which only subscribers can reply. This one has about 41 hours 15 minutes at the

time I post this.
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ghRnn, I've read this same comment from other people on this forum for years now. I wish someone would verify and answer the

question. I've never had this problem, but it obviously exist because many people have commented on it. Several years ago it was

mentioned that people from the other side of the pond (Europe) could not post replies. They couldn't even reply to their own post. I

don't know if that's true. If it was true back then, is it still a problem today. I hope someone answers your question because we

need more people participating in the discussions. By not being able to reply you and others will be discouraged to participate.
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Excellent article but this article on the Plandemic was linked to an article titled, "Master Hormone' COVID Treatment, Dose Up on It Daily."
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Very good point, but D3 in the right doses might help with the anxiety!
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Pisces, that hormone article was from Saturday. It's more than 48hrs old now. It reached Dr Mercola's self inwicted experation date.

I haven't seen you on in a while so you probably weren't aware of that signiRcant change Dr. Mercola made to his website. If you

open a link to one of his articles that's over 48 hours old it redirects you to the newest article. At the bottom of the article he tells

you where to look up past articles.
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Thank you Dr. Mercola for info pertaining to health, but please as a Canadian (eh) leave our P.M. Trudeau out of it, however, your

comments are certainly are one of those freedoms. We prefer the actions of our P.M. & sometimes do not always agree. That is why we

have the Charter of Rights, so those 10% of our truckers that are not vaxed can show their beliefs when voting. Big difference between

freedom & choices. For anyone living in Ottawa, our Capitol, no one wanted a protest to last for over 3 weeks, let alone hearing horn

honking. We have the right to protest but this involved a dark side. Monies donated had to be researced, and while it was unfortunate for

the single mom who donated a small amount to have her account frozen, it was eventually cleared for use.

Our country does not appreciate people who are racist, and we certainly are not an entire country that have guns everywhere, some

actually come by illegal means from the US. Sadly, just look at all the gun violence in your countray and unfortunately has increased in our

larger cities. Our country did not want the same violence to happen that took place on January 6, 2021 at the US Capitol. While I may not

agree with Trudeau 100%, personally, I prefer his ways over your past President Trump, who still believes he is the President.

Yes, politicans are human and can sure make mistakes. Pick on Billy Gates, he isn't on my Top 10 list. During this very dangerous time in

history, the entire world should pray for the strong people of Ukraine, who only want peace. So everyone remember what really is

freedom. One thing FREEDOM is a luxury, no matter how your deRnition is. All people only want peace and we cannot get there unless we

try to understand, listen, communicate and show respect. Do no harm is just that one that should be everyone's mantra.
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Hello, I’ve been a subscriber for decades. But now when I open many of the (free) Mercola articles, although the titles say they are one

thing, when opened, they are just repeats of the lead article. Today is a good example. 4 Herbs for Stress, One Makes Your Serotonin

Levels Soar is the same article when opened as the lead article about The Plandemic Enters Final Stage, Real Purpose Exposed.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola likes to update older articles with new info when it's signiRcant and of value, imo.
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roark183
Joined On 6/21/2011 12:54:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If one uses a crypto / digital currency, it should be a digital currency that does not use blockchain. With the blockchain, government, FBI,

IRS, NSA, Federal Reserve, Google, Amazon, etc can all track and block transactions. As long as one keeps one's currency on a wash drive,

then it can't be seized. But you have to take it off of the wash drive to spend it. Then they can track that transaction, IF THE CURRENCY IS

BASED ON BLOCKCHAIN. So use a digital currency that does use blockchain. Such a currency is CloudCoin. No blockchain = No tracking,

No blocking. CloudCoin has it's own platform, whereby transactions are scrambled when sent and then reassembled at the destination.

CloudCoin transactions are scrambled across over 800 nodes around the world. No way for anyone to track or block the transactions.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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I know! I can't wrap my head around. You very clearly put into words what my brain is scrambling.
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mky32022
Joined On 6/25/2015 10:27:20 AM
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Your Rrst sentence says to use digital currency that does NOT use blockchain. Yes, I agree. But your 6th sentence says the

opposite. Is that a typo?
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csnnkalk
Joined On 10/7/2010 1:29:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola I have been a follower of your articles since I was introduced to them by my alternative care practitioner in 2002 and I

commend you for all the helpful health advise you have provided to me and many of my friends. Your supplements are second to none in

quality. On the other hand, as a Canadian I take issue with some of the points you have pointed out as it seems that some one is providing

you with somewhat inaccurate and incomplete information. The Emergency Act came about in the late 1980's to replace the War

Measures Act that was needed through WW2 and I believe WW1, but was well before the pandemic and pre WEF creation.

While the Parliament passed it along party lines with questionable continued support from the NDP Party it was far from 100% supported.

Reading this a.m. in the daily newspaper there was considerable question if the Senate would support enacting the Act as stated by some

Senators. If they had denied the enactment it would have had to be withdrawn. However, the head of the Senate withdrew the matter from

further debate when Trudeau cancelled the enactment within about a week.

From Canadian reports all the freezing of accounts has been withdrawn except for a few people. I greatly respect your health advise and

stance on many issues with your point eventually being proven correct, but Dr., I feel here your article does not really rewect reality. I am

not a Trudeau fan or supporter any longer based primarily on his mandate position in the last election, something the Leader of the

Opposition spoke against, for which I voted against him in the past federal election.
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the.lilac.dragoncy
Joined On 4/13/2020 1:43:30 PM
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I know joe Rogan is a foul-mouthed low-life so I don’t listen to him, but I thought a clip included here would be selected and vetted for

decency. I trusted mercola.com to not promote Rlth and obscenity.  I listened for only about 3 seconds before I had to turn it off. Thanks a

lot…. I really don’t appreciate that at all. I guess I can’t trust anything about joe Rogan unless speciRcally screened by someone I know

and trust. I can’t even trust Mercola.com to promote common decency.  This is the Rlth that is becoming mainstream. I am ashamed.

 These are the people who are trying to “call out evil” while they themselves are promoting different evil and the degradation of society.
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passtur
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Swearing is everywhere.. you don't have to like it but unless you live in a monastery, you have to live with it.
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM
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Ups, if not Joe Rogan, Robert Malone could not reach big audiences as he did in conversation with Joe. Joe Rogan is a great

human being who is open to different opinions and attracts millions of listeners. I guess you are sensitive at this point and do not

realize how dizcult the situation is. Being a snowwake does not help. Rogan is thousand times more worthy compared with

mainstream media, or do you prefer Klaus Swab or Bill gates? They are polite talk smoothly but are ready to destroy and enslave

humanity.
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Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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While I have dropped clips usually with a warning about rough language, I also have decided not to drop others because the clip

has people so upset they have sounded off in the extreme. It is unfortunate but the overall situation calls for us to search out those

who are relaying the sources of far greater evil, to see regardless of who they are, they see & show the information Predator$

suppress. There have been more sources coming from what the Predator$ system promotes as the right. Other sources while

formally nonexistent, slow to speak up to say the least are Rnally coming around & showing the dam is breaking. People across the

board are saying enough is enough, but the even more dangerous message is the complete takeover of our lives has to be

delivered by as many as possible.
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Yeah, Rachel Maddow is so much better (sarcasm).
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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That Rlth was cultivated leveling to the lcd for easier control. They used it & porn as the standard for the 'protection of freedom of

speech', and all the Bill of Rights protections, revisionism, deRling & merchandising men & souls all along the way. What's shameful

is that we let it happen, and become so very easily acclimated to it : - (
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Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM
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@the.lilac.dragonwy, Rogan's speech may be crude, but his swearing does not refute his assertions. Only facts can do that. Facts

are all that you should trust. Do not shoot the messenger because you dislike the manner with which the message is conveyed.

Disregard the swearing, and focus on the facts conveyed between the swear words.
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DrMataSano
Joined On 4/1/2008 4:33:48 PM
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Wow... This article sounds like "Fox News". The author of this article should Rnd the facts before start typing. After 23 days of

"occupation" by trucker blocking the bridges to USA, the Canadian Parliament and Senate, and the Supreme Court of Canada were Rnally

removed as "politely" as possible. I must add that this "occupation" was been funded from outside Canada, mainly USA. Articles like this

erode the credibility of this newsletter. I am a Canadian living in Canada.
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